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‘Jiddu Tajidu’
Endeavour & Achieve

The articles in this issue have been
edited for clarity and style.
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Vision, Mission & Core Values

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MOMBASA
Vision
A Technical University of Global Excellence in
Advancing Knowledge, Science and Technology.

Mission
To advance knowledge and its practical application through teaching,
research and innovation to serve both industry and the community

Core Values
The Council, Senate, Management, staff and students of TUM will endeavor to institutionalize
and inculcate values that foster a strong corporate culture while promoting quality service
delivery, cohesion in our diverse community and achieving the targeted goals. These will be
realized by espousing the following values:
1.

Excellence:
We strive for excellence in quality teaching, learning and research by
continuously assessing ourselves, applying our own and international benchmarks.

2. Integrity and Professionalism:
We expect high standards of integrity, ethics and respect from
one another across the institution and honor collegiality and a climate of critical professionalism
among staff and students.
3. Equity:
We are committed to equity, diversity and fairness, and seek to nurture and build on
our diverse cultural heritage.
4. Efciency:
We promote high standards of service provision with room for continuous improvement.
5. Team work:
We place a high premium on teamwork and shared responsibility working with each
other and with external groups in ways that are mutually benecial.
6. Customer focus:
We provide people-centered approach to education which encourages our graduates
to engage with the challenges of the day and make powerful contributions to building
an equitable and sustainable society.
7. Creativity and innovativeness:
We embrace innovative problem solving and promote creative value- based solutions.
8. Environmental sustainability
We cultivate a socially secure, responsive and sustainable green environment.
9. Effective communication:
We seek to continuously communicate well within and outside the institution.

MOTTO : ENDEAVOUR AND ACHIEVE
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Chief Editor’s Note

“The Challenge of Change”
This title is the theme of this

-

edition of TechNews. We have
chosen “Challenge of change”
as our effort to instigate and
implement it
amongst the TUM fraternity,
our staff, clientele, industry and
stakeholders. The changes we
aim for are those that will immediately or eventually increase
the value of our university,
staff, and students, as they
join the job market.

beyond all our recognition during the past year with Covid-19 pandemic
Billions of lives are so much affected with the pandemic changes.
Where would mankind be today if we didn’t have that instinctive drive:
To better ourselves and adopt to change?
To be more competitive,
, To harness new Technologies,
To accept change for the better.
Join programs that will
strengthen the effectiveness of our products
as TUM, and hail as a resounding success that will fuel our benefits.

We are now more results- driven, which will benefit all parties in the

end. We have instant communication through the internet, TUM website, social media channels and the smartphone society. We communicate information and also promote actives with the university and the
world at large.

Considering that the corporate communication is a service

As a CCO team member, I am a powerful change agent because I can

provider to all internal and external stakeholders, the need to
remain change-ready cannot be gainsaid. That quality is essential for sustainable progress and wellbeing of TUM. Not only
do we assist departments directly, but also coach and help
students in formulating methods of engaging the stakeholders
including industries and partner organizations.

make a difference through my daily choices personally and at work. The
university is shouldering the responsibilities for encouraging good practices, adopting various chains of change enforcing the rule, regulations
and policies. Which are being used to sharpen the competitive edge of
the university, while promoting our wellbeing whole heartedly? What is
often overlooked is our position as the clientele or consumers. We
only have one employer, one TUM, one life, onee world and soon it will
be home to very many others when we are all gone.
As an employee of TUM, as a student at TUM, as clientele of TUM, I
have decided to set a modest example and contribute to a better TUM,
what of you?
Let’s all embrace change for the betterment of our lives.

One of our objectives as the corporate communication Office
is teamwork and marketing intelligence. Here too “CHANGE”
is the operative word because we have substantially overhauled
our CCO market intelligence offering. With the launch of a
new market intelligence platform later last year the channel
and products we provide for our target audience will be more
focused, more accessible and important, more predictivefocusing on the future rather than the past.
CONSTANTLY MOVING FORWARD:

But why does change matter? Why should we risk leaving our
comfort zone when, given the choice, many of us would go out
of our way to embrace the status quo and avoid change? I
couldn’t have put it better than Teeka Tiwari of Genesis
Technology when he says “Change is constant; its instinctive
to our need for growth and competitive advantage,” Rejecting
change would be like standing still or stepping backwards in a
world that’s constantly moving forward.

Let’s face it, our world and how we live in it has changed

TechNews

This graduation marks the real essence of your adequate change of the
relevant training you have received in your respective disciplines.
Your success has come as a result of your hard work.
You have put your focus towards the correct desired direction
that has seen you grow, change and graduate.
Kindly take note that success in life has nothing to do with what you
gain in life or what you accomplish for yourself.
You are going out there to find yourself, a real challenge of change.
Mahatma Gandhi once said, “The best way to find yourself is to
lose yourself in the service of others”. We have our eyes on you,
the nation and the entire world have eyes on you.
Be that candle that brings light to others. Once again congratulations to
all the 2021 graduands.
Jaytee Kivihya
Enjoy reading our latest TechNews Magazine.
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THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL CHAIRMAN

PROFESSOR FRANCIS KIBERA,
B. Com, MBA, Ph.D. FMSK, FKIM, CBS

MESSAGE FROM THE AG. CHANCELLOR AND COUNCIL CHAIRPERSON
On behalf of the university council, I would like to congratulate the graduating class of
2021 on a job well done. I join the Vice-Chancellor in congratulating the graduands being
conferred degrees, diplomas, and certicates from the Technical University of Mombasa.
You can be condent that you have received an excellent education from this university.
I implore you to go out there and face the world with patriotism, devotion, and
dedication.
As a university council, we take notice of the strides that TUM is taking in becoming a
global center of academic excellence in advancing knowledge, science, and technology.
We also applaud TUM on its recent achievement of being named among the top 10 bestperforming public institutions in this country. It takes commitment and visionary
leadership for an institution to register such a remarkable achievement.
The university council stays committed to our role in ensuring that TUM continues to
be a global center of excellence in advancing knowledge, Science, Technology and its
practical application to serve both industry and the community. In doing so, we will
continue to mobilize resources and partnerships for the university, to foster academic
excellence for both faculty, students and staff. These efforts will signicantly revitalize
technical education to accelerate sustainable economic recovery in the university, more
so after the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
We would like to appreciate the government for its continued support, which though
not sufcient has signicantly contributed towards the growth of our institution. We also
acknowledge the Higher Education Loan Board for the nancial support accorded to our
students.
To our graduands, thank you for embracing our motto ‘Jiddu Tajidu’ which means
endeavor and achieve. As a university we are proud of your achievements and we wish
you well in your chosen careers, as you leave TUM as one of our valued ambassadors.
Embracingthe 9th Graduation theme: “Revitalizing technical education to accelerate
Sustainable Economic Recovery” as a stepping stone to all your future endevours.

TechNews
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Council Members

PROF. FRANCIS KIBERA
CHAIRMAN

Ms. PHYDILIA MJOMBA
MEMBER

PROF. LAILA U. ABUBAKAR
SECRETARY

ARCH. ALFRED O. MANGO

MEMBER

Ms. LYDIA M. MUNIALO
MEMBER
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TUM Management Board

PROF. LAILA U. ABUBAKAR
VICE CHANCELLOR

PROF. JOSEPH O. RASOWO
DVC - AFP

REGISTRAR
REGISTRAR -- AP
AP

Dr. JANE WERU
HEAD HRM

PROF. PETER B. GICHANGI
DVC - ARE

DR. MICHAEL J. SAULO
REGISTRAR - PRI

DR. WANYENDA L. CHILIMO
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN
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MESSAGE FROM THE VICE CHANCELLOR

PROF. LAILA UWESO ABUBAKAR
Vice - Chancellor/ Council Secretary
B.Sc., MSc., Ph.D. (UoN)

On behalf of the entire Technical University of Mombasa (TUM) fraternity, I congratulate
the graduating class of 2021 on the actualization of your academic goals. This graduation
is a clear testament to the success of your academic journey with all the turbulence and
uncertainty, you made it this far and are now here emerging winners.
As a University of Global Excellence in Advancing Knowledge, Science and Technology,
we are happy to note that despite the COVID-19 challenges, we have successfully been
able to continue teaching in all our departments through physical and blended learning.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a major impact on our world, and as a university, we
need to adapt to this change if we have to survive. Our commitment as an institution of
higher learning is to ensure that all our programs meet the global quality standards and
address the market and societal needs. Our quest to internationalize TUM is in response
to the need to keep adapting and revitalizing Technical Education to Accelerate
Sustainable Economic Recovery not just in our country but globally as well.
As we work towards making TUM an international Hub and innovation city, we continue
to liase and strengthen foreign partnerships with like-minded institutions to enhance the
faculty and student experiences. In June 2022, we entered into a collaboration with
Alliance Francaise, to offer French language courses to our students. We also have
collaborations with Hasselt University in Belgium on Waste to Energy projects, the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation on health programs, Mabati Rolling Mills (MRM), Better
Understanding for A Better World (BUBW) among others.
Lastly to our graduands, we are all condent that you will be able to adapt and forge new
career directions as opportunities merge, develop new knowledge and skills as your
career develops.
Once again, kudos! To the graduating class of 2021, we are very proud of you and
everything you have accomplished.
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Message From The Deputy Vice - Chancellor

PROF. JOSEPH O. RASOWO
DVC - AFP

Message from the Deputy Vice Chancellor, Administration Finance and
Planning Prof. Joseph Rasowo.

On behalf of the Administration Finance an d Planning division, and on my own
behalf, let me take this opportunity to congratulate the Editorial Team on the
production of the issue of TECHNEWS. Our division is proud to have been
associated with you.

The division exists to support the academic programs through the provision of high
quality support services and a conducive working and learning environment. The
division commits to oversee and ensure the University attracts, retains quality
academic/administrative staﬀ knowledgeable in their areas of expertise.

Taking cognizance of the fact that education is a social enterprise. It is my sincere
hope that the newsletter will continue to update all of TUMs Stakeholders on the
Universities latest achievements towards its mandate.

TechNews
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Message From The Deputy Vice - Chancellor

PROF. PETER B. GICHANGI

DVC - ARE

Dear graduands, I am delighted to share in the excitement of your graduation day. Your
hard work and perseverance have paid off! And you should be very proud of completing
this very important milestone.
The education policy in Kenya Vision 2030 draws attention to offering globally
competitive quality education, training and research for our fellow country men and
women in-order to promote national development and boost individual wellbeing.
However, Covid -19 has transformed our education system. We can no longer go back to
how we delivered education before; neither can we run away from integrating
technology.
Post Covid era has seen appall usage and development of e-learning technologies used
in blended learning. Hence, it exposes students to new research, technology and
innovation. It is through this assimilation that the education you have gained has become
more of creative thinking and independent thought.
In this new era, university education more than ever is looked upon to provide the muchneeded skills and workforce for the global labour market. This will call for more end-tech
reforms and the availability of support equipment.
The main purpose of education is to gain purposeful employment, to achieve personal
development and to contribute to the gr owth of our communities as well as the
Kenya en
conomy.
Let’s all embrace applied research and partner with our stakeholders in developing
innovative solutions that would not only start our various careers but also provide
growth for the global economy.
Congratulations once again! graduating class of 2021!
Professor Peter Gichangi
Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Academic Research and Extension)

TechNews
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9

GRADUATION CEREMONY

From the left; New TUM council Chairman Prof. FRANCIS KIBERA, Prof. LAILA ABUBAKAR ( TUM VC.), Prof. JOSEPH RASOWO ( DVC A.F.P)

Technical University of Mombasa on Thursday, July 14th held their 9 th Graduation
ceremony at the university’s Assembly Hall where 3,805 academic awards were
conferred.
Being the new norm where everyone is dependent on technology to transact in most of
their daily activities including education; TUM chose ‘Revitalizing Tech nical
Education to Accelerate Sustainable Economic Recovery’ as the theme for her
9 th Graduation Ceremony. This was an afrmation of how the graduands and the
institution navigated around academic matters, making sure no lectures, practicals,
research and innovations were interrupted during this COVID-19 era. It is indeed
through these efforts that culminated to the grand virtual graduation ceremony.
TechNews
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Apart from the academic division, TUM has an Administration Finance and Planning
(AFP) docket headed by the Deputy Vice Chancellor (AFP) Prof. Joseph Rasowo, where
all support departments fall under; whom during his speech, pledged continued support
through the provision of high-quality support services and ensuring a conducive
working and learning environment for its students.

His counterpart Deputy Vice Chancellor – Academic Research & Extension (DVC_ARE)
Prof. Peter Gichangi conveyed an empowering message to the graduands. “Your
academic journey may not necessarily stop here, but what is clear is that for some of
you, your career in the industry begins now! Graduates, you have been empowered! I
look forward to seeing you in the industry!” Furthermore, he highlighted how Post Covid
era has seen appal usage and development of e-learning technologies for blended
learning and training.
The valedictorian, Gachungu Wamboi, from the school of business, extended the
gratitude to God Almighty to have guided all the graduands th is far. She further
acknowledged the support from the parents, guardians and well-wishers who stood with
the graduands through thick and thin, and nally the TUM lecturers and other staff for
making TUM a great institution of higher learning in the country enabling them achieve
their academic excellence. She concluded by addressing her colleagues that they have
what it takes to face the outside world and make it better than it is.

New TUM Council Chair and Ag.Chancellor; Prof. Francis Kibera addressing the graduands,
On his far right is Chief Guest; Amb. Dr. Samori Okwiya and PS. Amb. Simon Nabokwesi

TechNews
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The blended graduation ceremony was attended by guest from far and wide,
stakeholders from both national and county government, educational institution
representatives and various manufacturing sector while majority followed the event as it
was being streamed live from the institution Corporate Communication Team via
YouTube and other social media channels.
The New Chairman of the Council Prof. Francis Kibera
who was sworn into ofce
on the morning of the graduation, at another small ceremony held in his new ofce
which was witnessed by the Principal SecretaryAmbassador Simon Nabukwesi, Chief
Guest speaker AMb. Samori Okwiya, council members and other dignitaries. The
guests hailed TUM fraternity, especially the management team for steering the
university in the right direction in becoming number 9 out of 274 state corporations
despite the many challenges facing the education sector. Prof. Kibera congratulated the
class of 202 1 on the job well done and implored them to go out and face the world with
patriotism, devotion, and dedication.

The ecstatic NEPAD Director- Amb. Samori, showered praises on the graduands for
exhibiting highest notch of resilience and determination in their academic journey. He
acknowledged the economic crises brought by the Ukraine war and the Covid– 19
pandemic. He further informed the congregation of the underway NEPAD- TUM
partnership. “The pandemic has heightened the urgency to rethink our microeconomic and sectorial policies in order to realign them with employment creation. It is
now well recognized that the policies targeted on diversification on shifting of
production structures towards new source of growth like blue economy as stated by
Prof. Laila in her speech are ideal to support sustainable economy and employment. As
the graduation theme goes... Revitalizing Technical Education to Accelerate
Sustainable Economic Recovery, The NEPAD secretariat and myself is in the midst of
forming collaboration with TUM to implement initiatives of good governance and
sustainable development as well as strengthen to capacity building.”

The ministry of education, principal secretary, State Department for University
Education and Research, Ambassador Simon Nabukwesi graced the ceremony and
challenged the graduands to uphold the ethical values acquired from the university as
they endeavour to serve Kenyans and the world with diligence. He added that it is
mandatory for them to make use of the entrepreneurial skills to establish enterprises
and be good ambassadors of the University.
Dr. William Kingi, deputy governor Mombasa County, challenged the graduands to go
out and drive the change of thoughts they want in their professions and society. In
reference to the 9 th graduation theme, he articulated the need for the graduands to
strive and embrace public policies as their duty of academicians to be the center of
thought in the country. He also congratulated them for their academic success at the
different levels they were graduating with.
In her speech, the vice chancellor Prof. Laila Abubakar had a warm congratulatory
message to the graduands. “On behalf of the entire Technical University of Mombasa
(TUM) fraternity, I congratulate the graduating class of 2021 on the actualization of
your academic goals. This graduation is a clear testament to the success of your
academic journey at the Technical University of Mombasa.” She afrmed that the
graduates had been equipped with knowledge and skills and that they were ready to be
released to the various industry.
TechNews
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...WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS

COUCIL MEMBERS OF TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MOMBASA
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...MORE THAN A THOUSAND WORDS

9
GRADUATION CEREMONY 2021
TUM
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GRAND M.O.U
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MOMBASA

&
MABATI ROLLING MILLS

M.R.M CEO Mr. KAMAL KHAN AND TUM Vc. Prof. LAILA ABUBAKAR
as they Sign the grand Memorandum of Understanding ( MOU)

On 6th July, 2022, the Vice Chancellor Prof. Laila Abubakar of the Technical University of Mombasa
(TUM) signed an MoU with Mabati Rolling Mills (MRM) under the SAFAL Group OF Companies
located in Marikani. This is the beginning of a grand journey between TUM and MRM that sealed a
partnership between the two great organizations.

M.R.M CEO Mr. KAMAL KHAN AND TUM Vc. Prof. LAILA ABUBAKAR
symbolic exchange of the signed MOU copies

TechNews
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The signing was witnessed by a team from TUM led by Prof. Laila Abubakar, DVC (ARE) Prof. Peter
Gichangi and the MRM team was led by Mr. Kamal Khan, Mr. M. Morara. The TUM team got a
change to visit and see the state-of-the-art machines which blended with the other older technology
from 1960 when the company began its operation in Kenya spreading its wing to 7 other African
countries (Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Namibia, Ethiopia, South Africa.)

With MRM being the ﬁrst company to introduce Zincal in Africa which is brought from Australia,
they believe they are an employer of choice. MRM’s policy to ZERO HARM was aimed at controlling
human awareness by creating more awareness, sensitization and supervision. Mr Matunda Morara
from HRM highlighted the importance of research project and partnerships with universities.
Through the years as the company expanded, the management felt there was a need to give back to
society and assist the communities that reside around the company. That was the beginning of a
dream come true and the Mabati Institute began to train young Kenyans in various courses guided
by TIVETA. MRM believes that “when you educate young people you are powering the hope and
dreams of future generations.” That is why MRM invest in youth training and development. Their
main focus is to:
Provision of Technical, Vocational, Entrepreneurship, and life skills training
Youth mentorship and job linkages
Facilitation of ﬁnancial literacy in partnership with reputable ﬁnancial institutions
Training in basic computer skills – ICT training
Skills upgrading and accreditation with Government accreditation bodies
The investments of the foundation are managed through the Safal MRM Trustees who are fully
committed to change the lives of the communities we serve through the various projects. There are
currently 8 Trustees serving voluntarily, and have over 500 students trained there annually. MRM
also prides itself for a modern medical center treating over 4000 patients with maternal and child
care free of charge per year. The MRM investment is aimed at alleviation of human suﬀering and
empowerment of communities to better their lives in line with the SDGs eﬀorts to end poverty,
protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030.

TechNews
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As a result of the TUM-MRM partnership, Mr. Kamal informed the Vice Chancellor Prof. Laila
Abubakar that the company shall sponsor the best students from the departments of mechanical,
electrical and electronic engineering, which is a grand win-win situation for TUM to have an MoU
and collaboration with MRM and its sister INSTITUTE of technology in India.

+-
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2021-2022 INDUCTION

“YOU CAN EITHER BE A TOOL OF
INSPIRATION ORTORTURE…”

TUMSA LEADERS POSE FOR A PHOTO AT THE SUNSET HOTEL

Leadership as a practical skill, that has been a
a process passed down from generation to generation that encompasses the ability of an individual or group to lead, guide and inuence the
manner in which others work towards achieving a
speciﬁc objective in a situation. As stated by the
famous American Coach, “Leaders aren’t born,
they are made. And they are made just like anything else, through hard work. And that’s the price
we’ll have to pay to a chieve that goal or any goal.”
Great leaders don’t set out to be a leader. They set
out to be a leader. They set out to make a difference. It’s never about the role always about the goal.
The quote spoke volumes during a ve - day
induction training workshop for the newly elected
TUMSA Student Leaders conducted. The induction was aimed at preparing the new leaders for
effective communication, efcient teamwork,
leadership, academics & life balance, stress
management as well as coping with different
leadership challenges during the ir term in oﬃce.
After the tranquil campaign and election held
on 5 th November 2021 at the Technical University
Mombasa, the institute was honored to elect Mr.
Nzyuko Mutinda, TUMSA President and his team
as the newly elected group, picking up the leadership mantle from the outgoing student Chairman
MrJ.acklinus Otieno. Having one academic year in
TechNews

ofce, the elected team is positive about the
strategy they have set to steer the university
to success. Understanding that leadership
is not about a title or a designation but
impact, inuence, inspiration and taking into
consideration that their purpose in the ofce
is to direct the students to ward a successful stay at TUM, completion of their
studies and graduation, ready for the job
market The newly lected team was treated to
a 4 - day fully booked service that entailed a
host of activities courtesy of the Technical at
the Sunset Paradise Serena in Shanzu. The 4
day lineup was attended by Prof. Laila
Abubakar (Vice Chancellor), Prof. Gichangi
(Deputy Vice Chancellor) Mrs. Sarah
Welime ( Registrar Academic Aﬀairs),
Dr. Madiha Khamis ( Senior Counselor),
TUMSA Student Leaders, Mr. Cornelius
Kenya School of Government), Nafula
Bwire ( Kenya School of Government)
Ms. Serah Okumu ( Legal Oﬃcer &
Advocate of the High Court) and Ms.
Jaytee Kivihya (Corporate Communications Manager) In her address The Vice
Chancellor, Professor Laila Abubakar opened
by congratulating the entire team for winning
the 2021 - 2022, Student Leaders election and
being elected in their respective position and
urged them to embrace humility as leaders.
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on radical leadership, as they are the future
She applauded the Dean of students Mr. Joel
Awino and his team for organizing such an events, leaders of tomorrow. She implored that the
Student Leaders to act as the University
and reiterated that the University Management
Board welcomes the initiative, and it will endeavor custodians. Informing them that the University has numerous projects in the pipeline that
to ensure that such induction and team building
workshops are enhanced within the University.
will enhance their learning experience, and
Leadership to many people , seems like a walk in
needs to be protected from unnecessary vanthe park but little do they know what goes on
dalism. She thus, asked them to ensure that
the scenes, she echoed Being in a position to work they call on their constituents who are the
hand in hand with the university management and students population to avoid destruction of
students to establish a common structure for
school properties and facilities, as these the
excellence and vision doesn’t come easily. As a
University in its strategic planning
leader, you serve others before you serve yourself. measures. Her sentiments were echoed by the
“You didn’t come here to be a professional student,
DVC (ARE) Prof. Peter G. Gichangi who
you came here to read, serve your fellow students
.
called on the Student Leaders to always be
and leave the institution, within the stipulated it
ready to embrace dialogue with the Univerperiod that is what makes you a visionary leader
or a liar.” She elaborated to the student leaders on sity Management Board, and always work to
ensure that the University standards are uphow they should polish their acumen and to not
held. The Student Leaders within their roles
judge others quickly. “Once you are in a position , as representative of the students’ population
to serve your followers, it’s your responsibility
are guided by the University Constitution in
that you decide whether you are escalating a crisis
disseminating their duties. He urged them to
or de-escalating it”Leaders tend to abuse such
have knowledge of the University Act of 2012
power for their personal gains not knowing that
and University structures (2013) in order to
- laid down protocols to follow
without the fellow citizen, they wouldn’t be in that understand the
position of power.
in case of any issues. The Ag, Registrar
(Academic Affairs) Ms. Sarah Welime talked
of the styles of
leadership that
should be used
by the student
ofcials. ‘Too much
work and no play
makes Jack a dull
boy’ the British
weren’t insane
when acknowledged that adage.
As leaders, you
must ensure that
work is distributed
PROF. LAILA ABUBAKAR EDUCATING THE OFFICIALS ON THE SIGNIFICANCE ON LEADERSHIP
equally amongst
The Vice Chancellor reiterated that the Student each other to live up to your desired goal.
She noted that most of the students at TUM
leaders should act as key representatives of the
students’ population, and work to ensure that the had a huge problem when it came to exam
cheating, late admission and confusing
University core values and standards maintained
at all times. She re called upon them to enhance
between deferment and academic leave. “In
dissemination of accurate information and also be almost every disciplinary meeting held in the
aware of the impacts of social media in running
varsity, 90 cases are linked to exam cheating.
and developing careers. She further advised them Students should understand that this does
to look at the bigger picture of their responsibilinot only disrupt your education but life as a
ties within the University and avoid being xated whole, your CV or Portfolio is destroyed.
TechNews
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not, time is the only resource that’s evenly
distributed by nature, perishable and intangible. Proper time management reduces workload as you can easily balance between work
and school.The University Management Board
sentiments were echoed by the Student
Leaders, who promised to work closely with
the administ ration to ensure that their reign
is a success.The Student Leaders as a whole
highlighted that they will strive to uphold the
TUMSA constitution and they will be ready to
seek for advice always. Last but not least the
Dean of Students, Mr. Joel Awino, highlighted
MADAM SARAH WELIME EXPLAINING THE ROLES OF A LEADER
that student leaders within theirroles are
In the midst of the session, prominent ofcials
called upon to embrace honesty and integrity.
from the Kenya School of Government and an
He called on them to always work together
advocate of the high court were able to advise the
with the University Administration in order to
of the high court were able to advise the student
minimize unnecessary conicts within their
leaders on the importance of leadership towards
term. He further asked the Student Leaders to
the nation, varsity and oneself. The Legal Ofcer
come up with a budget and work plan which
will act as a guide to their duties and respondvocate of the high Court, Ms. Sarah Okumu in
her elaborate explanation of the signicance of the sibilities until the end of the year. He closed
the session with a powerful quote, ‘You are
legal documents, the constitution of Kenya, the
the rst part of the call that students turn to
University policies, procedures, rules and laws,
when there are student problems.’ Leaders
called on the Student Leaders to have a thorough
must understand this and know that they also
knowledge of the University Act (2012), TUM
play a part in the lives of other people.
Charter 2013, TUM Statutes Rev. 2016, TUMSA
Constitution 2020 and the TUMSA Stall Allocation
Policy 2020 work, and University Constitution in
in order to be able to dispense their leadership in
accordance with the laid down procedures. She
further called on them to always be ready to seek
legal advice from the legal ofce when necessary.
‘Ignorance is a position you can’t allow yourself to
be in as a leader.’ Leaders must be aware of these
legal instruments so to familiarize themselves with
MR.JOEL OWINO ANSWERING QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SAFETY OF STUDENTS
any scenario that might put the varsity in danger.
Mrs. Nafula Bwire A facilitator from the Kenya
School of Government, touched on the how to The session ended with a prayer from a student ofcial accompanied with loads of activimanage time. In the sphere of life, just like any
ties outside the conference room. The student
other human being, we have limited time.Each
heeded to the leaders given by their elders
one of us gets 24 hours a day to be productive
and
assured them of advice diﬀerent style of
or lazy. Lack of planning always puts one under
leadership that would assist students and
pressure. Leaders should understand
the
importance of a second as it applies to many
steer them towards success.
activities in life. “If you want to know the
e importance of a second, ask the sprinter who
missed the mark by a second or the businessman
who missed his ight that would have sealed a
huge deal.” One should learn how to utilize every
every second because whether you are aware or
” She advised the ofcials to educate the students
on the consequences that came with their actions
to prevent further problems.

TechNews
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A TOAST TO THE
PHENOMENAL WOMEN!
#BREAK THE BIAS…Technical Education for the Coastal Girl -Child
Could you imagine a gender equal world, a world free of bias, stereotypes and discriminations?
A world that is diverse, equitable, inclusive and where difference is valued and celebrated?

L-R front row: Chief Guest, ATUPA -CAPA, SG Mrs. Jahou S. Faal, VC (TUM) Prof. Laila Abubakar, Ms. Aisha Mwajumla –guest
and Ms. Mwanamvua –TUM Corporate Communication Oﬃcer.
L-R Back row: Chairlady, TUM Gender Mainstreaming Committee and Head Corporate Communication Oﬃce (TUM) Ms. JayTee
Kivihya, Ms. President Coast - Jemimah Kutata and Dr. Maryam Mwajumla.

Due to cultural beliefs such as religion and the
traditional customs , female inhabitants from Coast and
other marginalized areas have for a long time fallen
victims of gender inequality where even the voice of
the civic education and protests from the women’s
rights movement against such vices have proved insufcient. Most of the women and the girl- child in the
coastal region of Kenya have not gone to school
because they have been made to believe that education
is forbidden by culture and religion. There are a number of families who to date, would not allow their
women and girls to partake courses that are deemed
to be for men only by their community. Technical
courses in the eld of Engineering , Planning and
architecture have been their worst rival.

TechNews

The International Women’s Day is a global day
celebrated annually on 8th March, to acknowledge
and honor women’s cultural, political and socio economic contributions and achievements. It is
also a platform for women to voice up their rights
and condemn any form of inequality and abuse
against them. In solidarity with the coastal girl
child, Technical University of Mombasa organized
a magnicent function to mark the International
Women’s cel ebrations which was lled with pomp,
glamour and style of coastalcultural paraphernalia
to ratify the theme of the day. Whether deliberate
or unconscious, bias makes it difcult for women
to move ahead. Knowing that bias exists isn't
enough. Action is needed to level the playing eld.
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Chief Guest, ATUPA-CAPA, SG. Jahou S. Faal, Vc ( TUM) Prof. Laila Abubakar, posing with the students who attended the event

TUM thus adopted the theme and its’ symbolism
to serve their local purpose and meaning, hence setting
the agenda for the day: #Break the Bias, with
Technical Education for The Coastal Girl-child. The
ladies were adorned in Mijikenda regalia known as
‘Kisutu’ signicantly signifying justice,
dignity, hope,
.
purity, albeit a controversial concept

With a presentation from 14 Coast TVET
institutions, Women in Technical Education and
Development (WITED) had a double celebration
witnessing a major milestone in the history of the
coastal girl-child technical education blossom.
Under the mentorship of TUM and by extension
Association of Technical Universities and
Polytechnics in Africa (ATUPA), majority of
girls now ock into those institutions with ease
to undertake courses of their choice. Notably,
some of the girls were picked and saved from
early marriages, FGM, broken homes, child-labour
beach-hotel prostitution, teen pregnancies, rape,
drug -trafcker couriers and other school dropout
vices

Kenya Association of women in Tourism paid a courtesy call into the VC ofce

Ms. Rose Kebati from Bamburi Cement Company, who is the chairperson of the (TUM) TVET
Board, graced the event in style, with all her
colleagues geared to impress, majority of them
Chief Guest, ATUPA -CAPA, SG Mrs. Jahou S. Faal, VC (TUM) Prof. Laila Abubakar,
draped in the coastal Kisutu attire
have ventured into male dominated careers by the
gender.
She advised young girls and women to
Aside from TUM staff, Students and alumni, the
unleash their potentials, share the skills and take
event was graced by women from WITED, TVET,
initiative of joining the technical world. She
Bamburi Cement, Sanlam Kenya, Kericho Gold Tea,
Ashton Apparel EPZ ltd, Kenya Association of women further afrmed to them that there is no superiority in any career. She later challenged women to
in Tourism and National Bank of Kenya. These comtake
up track driving opportunities and engineerpanies collaborate with TUM as stakeholders and
ing which are largely dominated by men in their
partners in a variety of events across the university;
company.
where together they engaged in fruitful discussion
to empower not only the girl - child but also elevate the
boy -child to responsible men in the society.

The Hallmark step–stop dance the chief guest and the
VC-TUM enjoyed with two girls PWD

Jiving with the “big Girls” Bamburi Cement in the house….

TechNews
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Consenting to the day’s theme, #Break the Bias,
the ladies from Bamburi Cement, dressed for the event
in (PPE) personal protective equipment attire and
safety boots. They take pride in what they do; their joy
was evident as fellow women cheered at their boldness of working in an environment viewed as a maledominated reserve. They shared their experiences by
articulating their achievements and changes they
brought in their rm in line with afrmative action.
Referred to as the day’s ‘Big Girls/Sisters’, Bamburi
Ladies pledged support and encouraged every lady
who intend to pursue careers in the technical world and
cleared doubt for those who are already in the eld but
a bit skeptical about the hospitality of the other gender
in the said eld. Shedding light on the available opportunities for girls and women, Ms. Grace Tunje, one
of the champions from Bamburi had this to say “We

.

‘Big Girls/ Sisters’, Bamburi Ladiesshowcase their prowess’s

are not any less smart than the other gender. As a
matter of fact, we’ve been breaking records previously kept by men. Majority of us here head
critical depart ments in the company where we do
a great job. Be sure that we women are gaining the
ground!”.

Mekatilili
wa Menza’ of the day as she recites shairi
‘
While launching the function, the ecstatic Vice Chancellor-Prof .Laila Abubakar appreciated the
guests and sponsors of the event for the great effort made towards making the event successful. She
remarked, “Indeed behind every successful man there is a woman and behind every successful woman
there is a woman.” She further stated the challenges girls face like school dropping out, cultural practices
where boys are being educated and not girls, should be a thing of the past, as the gender main streaming
committee and other arms of the university work towards making Tum a safe haven for all girls,
irrespective of their personal or family background status. She advocated for mothers to motivate their
daughters to venture into technical courses where girls perform even better than boys.

TechNews
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The aesthetics, the ambiance, the nesse created in the assembly hall and
the presence of the “Big girls / sisters, was a sight to be hold”
This particular event was not only graced by
women. One of these gentlemen was the institution’s
Deputy Vice Chancellor - Academic, Research &
Extension; who is a Gynecologist by profession – Prof.
Peter G. Gichangi. In his speech, he called upon all men
to care and support women and concurrently urged
women to join the male dominated elds for there’s no
competition between men and women but excellence.
He further asserted that what a man can do, a woman
can do it better. He proclaimed how lucky TUM is for
being led by a super woman.
While launching the function, the Vice
Chancellor Prof. Laila Abubakar appreciated the
guests and sponsors of the event for the great effort
made towards making the event successful.
She remarked, “Indeed behind every successful
man there is a woman and behind every
successful woman there is a woman.” She further
stated the challenges girls face like school dropping
out, cultural practices where boys are being educated
and not girls, should be a thing of the past, as the
gender mainstreaming committee and other arms
of the university work towards making Tum a safe
haven for all girls, irrespective of their personal or
family background status. She advocated for mothers
to motivate their daughters to venture into technical
courses where girls perform even better than boys.

TechNews

Chief Guest, ATUPA
- CAPA, SG Mrs. Jahou S. Faal &
VC (TUM) Prof. Laila Abubakar, pose with the Coast
WITED team.

TUM as a center of excellence for TVET courses ,
has nurtured the coastal polytechnics and vocational institutions in offering the TVET programs.
Prof. Laila highlighted that TUM under the Directorate of TVET in partnership GIZ has been able to
train many girls in different competency based
Technical courses where majority have been able
secure employment, while others have opened
their own businesses. She concluded by pledging
her support for every girl-child to realize their
dreams, as she welcomed the chief guest all the
way from Gambia, Mrs. Jahou S. Faal - The
– Association of Technical
Secretary General of
Universities and Polytechnics in Africa
(ATUPA).
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The elated chief guest
applauded TUM’s enormous
contributions to the successes
in the region’s TVET institutions terming it as the future
of Kenya as its relevance to the
market guarantees future jobs
commended Prof. Laila and the
organizers of the event, who
managed to pull together such
a huge crowd of young and
mature ladies to attend and
contribute to the purpose of
womanhood and its future,
not forgetting the inclusion of
the boy-child This event being
one of a kind, marked and cele. She
brated the women and girls of
TUM, the achievements made
professionally, and raising
awareness about women's
Ms. Rose Kebati, chairlady (TUM) TVET Board, ATUPA - CAPA, SG Mrs. Jahou S. Faal &
equality, lobbying for acceleVC (TUM) Prof. Laila Abubakar
rated accelerated gender parity, fundraising for the
coastal girl mentor, collaborate and be the voice of the
accelerate .gender parity Creating awareness in the
voicel -child, bringing the industry to partner, share.
coastal region, by raising meaningful narratives,
Three central beliefs underpin and guide the purpose
resources and activity can also help Mdm. Jahou
and provisions for women: Identifying, celebrating and S. Faal further dared women to step up from their
increasing visibility of women's achievements. These
comfort zones and contribute immensely to devebeliefs can help forge impact positive change for
lopments of each and every sector of their workwomen equality’s strategic collaborations based on a
place, community and country. In addition, she
foundation of shared purpose trust and appreciation
challenged women into being great mentors and
which combat gender bias and discrimination to
role models in the society.

TUM DVC (ARE) Prof. Peter G. Gichangi, joined the bandwagon leading the dance troupe
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Ms. President Mombasa PWD, Jemimah Kutata cracking the ribs of each and every one in the room

In support of the day’s theme , #Break the Bias,
The speech of Ms. President Mombasa, Resource
Mobilizer and program coordinator of Association for
she addressed the role women with disability
play in leadership, using herself as an example of
the Physically Disabled in Kenya (APDK) Coast
women who have fought all odds to sit on the
region, Ms. Jemimah Kutata, was one of those comsame table with men, further stating that when
manding the congrigation for its interactive nature.
women partake in leadership, the economy of
She talked of barriers that hinder the participation
a country rises. Mrs. Kutata advised parents to
of People with Disability (PWD), especially women
and unjust treatments rooted in the misconception
bring out children with disabilities and uplift
that disability entails inability which usually lead to them to change narratives and perceptions of
PWD being relegated. She expounded that PWD
the community. She concluded with a slogan of
are people with human condition of inherent worth, “We are loud, loyal and passionate” to encourage
women and let them know that they’re capable of
strength and determination to succeed just like any
doing everything done by men.
other person therefore, should be treated equally to
to others.

The gentleman of the Day: DVC (ARE) and Gynecologist - Prof. Peter G. Gichangi, sandwiched by the ladies

TechNews
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Just as the TUM Gender mainstreaming Committee and the
Corporate Communication team created a platform for every
super woman and girl-child, regardless of their status; to
meet and discuss issues that inuence their lives. It’s a
plea to every woman out there to note that,

the world is for women to ﬁx , nurture and uphold,
not the other way round. Let all ladies be the
Mekatilili wa Menza of their time and stand rm
against any vices aimed at women or Girl-child for they
are created for greatness.

One of the 14 invited TVET Institutions, performing a traditional dance adorned in beautiful Kisutu

Let’s make a difference, think globally and act locally!!
We should make every day International Women's Day at TUM.
Do your bit to ensure that the future for the coastal girl-child is bright, equal, safe and rewarding.

“Strong women; May we know them, May we be them, May we raise them…”
Toast to all the phenomenal women…!!

TUM Vc. Prof. Laila Abubaakar poses with CBET students after the training session.
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DISABILITY IS NOT INABILITY

NCPWD member addressing the staﬀ at TUM
Disability Mainstreaming has been embraced
internationally as a strategy towards sensitizing staff
on disability etiquette. Persons With Disability (PWD)
have been treated differently by various religions,
societies and cultures and they all express contradictory views of whether the PWDs should be
shunned, punished, eradicated or aided. In the traditional African context, customary myths reveal that
PWD are naturally hosts of bad spirits, bad luck or
incurable diseases. Such cultural beliefs put PWD at
very low self - esteem.

Technical University of Mombasa Disability
Mainstreaming Sensitization workshop was held
on Tuesday,22nd February 2022.The workshop was
facilitated by ofcials from National Council of
Persons W ith Disabilities (NCPWD)-Mombasa
Branch. In attendance were the Vice Chancellor,
.
Professor Laila Abubakar, Disability Mainstreaming Committee members and staff. The goals of
this workshop were to realize maximal and sustainable enjoyment of Human Rights by the PWDs,
promote inclusion of PWDs, enhance efforts for
equalization of opportunities, facilitate
removal of barriers that hinder the participation of PWD and check the assessment of
their legislation policies and programs in
public and private sectors.
Unjust treatment is rooted in the misconception that disability entails inability and as a
result, people with disability are often
relegated. In many jurisdictions, the interests
and rights of PWD are being violated to such
an extent that they are regarded as inferior
legal subjects because they have essentially
been excluded from the normal society.
They are considered weak and of no help to
society. However, disability is part of human
condition and almost everyone will be

Ruth teaching sign language
TechNews
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Registrar Academic Aﬀairs Dr.Sarah Welime with Disability Mainstream Commi ee
temporarily or permanently impaired at some point in education where by the institution was encouraged
life. PWD have strength, character anddetermination to to provide students with disabilities with classes
in the school or least restrictive environments in
succeed and therefore should be given support in any
council
members
asked
regular classrooms and ensure that they recieve
way possible. One of the
people to change the narrative of saying ‘people living specialized instructions delineated by their individualized educational programs within the context
with disability’ to ‘persons with disability’ because
of curriculum and general class activities regardpeople don’t live with disability. She also talked about
dless of types of severity of disability to the mamen who tend to leave their wives when a child with
ximum extent possible. Assistive devices and
disability is born probably because they fear the
services such as wheelchairs, rails in the toilets,
responsibilities that come with a disabled child. Other
issues handled at the workshop were the inclusive

ramps or even orthopedic appliances, were said
to be provided for persons with disability for their
civil well-being in the institution.

TUM HOSTS MZAMBARAUNI CHILD & YOUTH
CENTRE
A church- based group of 34 students with their faclitators visited TUM on Thursday the 22nd April, 2021
for an educational tour of the institution. The excited
bunch of secondary school kids, few of them having
just completed their studies, were briefed on the history of the institution,the requirements thereof. The
team proceeded to tour thedifferent schools and labs,
where they had interactive discussions with the department representatives. Many of them citing to have
enjoyed most, the Media Session asthey got a deeper
insight of what happens behind what they see on
screens.

Students of Mzambarauni CDC being address by representatives
from the Cooperate Communication Ofce and Liaison ofce TUM.

TechNews
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2ND MULTI DISCIPLINARY CONFERENCE AND INNOVATION WEEK OF
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MOMBASA
Technical University of Mombasa (TUM) held its
second Multi disciplinary and Innovation week on
23rd - 25th June 2021. The conference theme was
“Leveraging Research and Innovation for Sustainable
Development Amidst Prevailing challenges .” It offered a forum for academicians and researchers to show
case research processes and methodologies that are
aligned to the conference theme. It also provided an

opportunity for practitioners and innovators to
demonstrate how their innovations are changing
the world and exposed them to possible opportunities.

Tum Council Chair addressing the academicians and the innovators during
the 2nd Multidisciplinary Conference.

This year , the ofce of the Registr ar Partner
ship, Research, and Innovation held an outstanding
conference with over seventy research papers
presented , a Robotics hackathon featuring eight
teams and the masters’ classes in the creative design
thinking and circular economy. This conference attracted research organizations, some of which were a
consortium of organizations namely; Close the Gap
-Kenya, Crosswise Works, NITA and MDF- Training
& Consultancy. The four organized a Boost program
which mainly provided training to innovators on matters of research and innovation.

I CHOOSE LIFE (ICL) Organization’s sponsored the robotic competition between students
from Technical University of Mombasa (TUM)
and Kenya Coast National Polytechnic (KCNP).
Addressing the young researchers and their
mentors, the TUM council chair- Dr. Arunga
emphasized on the importance of considering
Vision 2030 and the Big 4 Agenda in their research and especially the manufacturing aspect.
He stated that through research and commercialization of the ndings, universities play a catalyst
in economic development. He further highlighted
the challenges affecting the research world wide
citing corruption as the major cause as to why
TechNews

the third world countries are lagging behind in
matters of research and innovation. “In our
country, corruption should be seriously
addressed and dealt with for it's responsible
for collapse of pyrethrum, coffee, sugar,
cashewnuts and coconuts industries which
immensely contributed to the sluggish
economic growth.” He remarked. He asserted
that in normal circumstances Kenya should be
spending about 2% of its GDP on research
activities for it to catch up with global speed
in Research and Innovation.
Ironically, with all the natural resources that
Kenya has which are yet to be exploited, she
only spends about 0.5% on research. He urged
the government to put in place research
commercialization policies as well.
In her speech, TUM Vice Chancellor Prof. Laila Abubakar applauded members of
the Registrar- Research, Partnership and
Innovations (PRI) ofce and the innovators for
exemplary efforts putting Technical University
of Mombasa on a global map on research and
Innovation matters. She stated that through
the Registrar (PRI)’s ofce, TUM staff and
students have been able to attract funding
internationally and from the government. She
accentuated that TUM’s efforts in research
saved the Likoni ferry channel from being
affected by the Covid-19 pandemic through the
innovation of the sanitizer used in the spraying
booths.
She urged every innovator to go a step
further by making sure they commercialize
their ndings and be job creators other than job
seekers. Her sentiments matched that of the
Deputy Vice Chancellor - ARE-Prof. Gichangi
who mirrored that the way forward is
commercializing the innovation and
translating the knowledge to help the
community. He urged young innovators to be
patient for the breakthrough is near The
chairman of TUM council launched the
Multidisciplinary Journal of TUM (MJTUM)
introduced the editorial staff lead by the chief
editor Dr. Cosmas Munga. The idea to come
up with a journal originated from the 1st
Multidisciplinary Conference and innovation
week of 2019 organized by the ofce of the
Registrar Partnership, Research and innovation.
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TUM SETS TO BE A FOCAL POINT FOR EAST AFRICAN POOL IN THE ERASMUS
MUNDUS JOINT MASTER DEGREE IN TROPICAL BIODIVERSITY AND ECOSYSTEMS
(TROPIMUNDO) PROGRAM

TUM delegation posing with Prof. Dr. Farid DahDouh- Guebas during the meeting at the Vice Chancellor’s
ofce.

On 2nd August, 2021 TUM VC Prof. Laila Abubakar The program is currently based in Belgium at ULB
and already with local centres and contacts in
was delighted to receive in her ofce Prof. Dr. Farid
Congo and Malaysia. With the aim of expanding
DahDouh Guebas from Université Libre de Bruxelles
(ULB) and also associated with Vrije’ Universitet Brus- future local centres for this program in East Africa,
sel (VUB) a renowned researcher in marine ecology & talks have commenced in making Technical
University of Mombasa to be the focal point for
ecosystems. His research activities can be traced from
the East African pool. In attendance were the
way back in 1993 at Gazi Bay in Kwale County. His
visit was attributed to the ongoing vibrant TUM’s pro- Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic Research &
gramme in Marine and Fisheries Sciences currently
offering both undergraduate and post - graduate training at KwaleCampus and the Main Campus. Aside
from his expertise in the eld of marine ecology, Prof.
Farid is al so the General Coordinator of the TROPIMUNDO program - a European Commission funded
Bio-diversity and ecosystems with a full semester of
class and eld courses in the tropics. The program

Extension Prof. Peter Gichangi, The Dean Applied
& Health Sciences Dr. Rahma Udu, Assistant Registrar Research Partnership and Innovations, Mr.
Hamisi Jitta, Dr. Mohammed Omar a principal

aims at bringing together experts from higher learning

TUM and ULB TROPIMUNDO Programme.
.

institutions with long standing worldwide expertise
on tropical rainforest, woodlands and tropical coastal
and marine ecosystems.

TechNews

scientist in Kenya World life Training and Research Institute and Dr. Cosmas Munga
Chairperson, Department of Environment and
Health Sciences, and the contact person between
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and Innovation. So far, the Journal has published
Vol 1, issue 1 and 2. Its is important to note that the
journal has already acquired a DOI number and I
SSN number. Vol 2 of the The rst TUM research
center christened (RECCReC) Renewable Energy
& Climate Change and Research Center was also
launched. This center is a brain child of Dr. Michael
J. Saulo, the Registrar Partnership, Research and
Innovation.

From right: TUM Council Chairman- Dr. Robert Arunga, The Director RECCReC (Renewable Energy & Climate
Change Research Centre at TUM)– Dr. Ioannis Tsipouridis and The TUM Vice Chancellor Prof. Laila Abubakar at
the oﬃcial launch of Renewable Energy & Climate Change Research
Centre.

The establishment of the (RECCReC) at the
Technical University of Mombasa is premised
on TUM’s Strategic Plan 2018-2022 which is
is aligned to the strategic priorities of the
Government as espoused in the Constitution of
Kenya 2010, the Vision 2030, the Third Medium
Term Plan 2018-2022 and the Big Four Agenda
among other policies. The Centre is established
as a pioneering unit purposed to build the
research infrastructure and develop an inno
ecosystem in TUM.

The Centre in TUM will act as the vehicle to
address this challenge, by providing the ideas,
the reasoning, the means , the tools and the
solutions to a more sustainable world. TUM
has to move to the future ahead of society in
order to prepare the transition to a
more sustainable world. TUM has become
proactive and anticipative on the coming
directions of change and is in a position to at
least be part of the transition, if not inuence
it all together.
For sustainable development to be imple
mented, much progress has to be made in
the technologies, environmental protection
utilization of new and renewable energy
technology, ICT development, blue economy,
land and forest restoration and sustainable
agriculture.
Mr. Paul Akwabi, founder of the TechKids institution and an alumnus of TUM brought
some kids from his organization who graced
the event with their robotic games. Renewable
Energy & Climate Change and Research
Center was also launched. This center is a
brain child of Dr. Michael J. Saulo, the Registrar
center is a brain child of Dr. Michael J. Saulo,
the Registrar Partnership Research and Innovation.

Mr. Jasin Owili, The president - TUM Innovation Club

Taking students through on a robotics during
the 2nd multi disciplinary Conference at Technical University of Mombasa.
From Right: Dr. Michael J. Saulo, TUM Registrar
Partnership, Research & Extension (PRI),rd3 – Prof. GichangiTUM Deputy Vice Chancellor- Academic Research & Extension,
Dr. Ioannis Tsipouridis TUM Director of RECCReC and the
Vice Chancellor Centre Renewable Energy & Climate
Change Research Prof Laila Abubakar
Mr. Paul Akwabi - Founder Teckids engaging Ms, Priyanka
The Red cross - National Head of Innovation during the 2nd
Multi disciplinary Conference.

TechNews
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TUM PILOTS LIQUID CARGO HANDLING
SIMULATORS CLOUD BASED CAPABILITIES

shall provide valuable and efcient technologies
in Oil, Chemical and Gas Cargo handling . The

The Technical University of Mombasa Successfully Simulators were introduced by the instructors and
pilot simulation scheduled; starting with liquid
runs a Pilot Session (Simulation Class) of its
cargo handling simulator then dfollowed by NaviNavigation System and Liquid Cargo Handling
gation systems -NT Pro simulator which covered
Simulators - Cloud Based Capabilities
on Electronic Chart Display and Information

The Technical University of Mombasa and
System.
Wartsila held a Pilot Training Session for the cloudbased navigation and liquid Cargo Cloud simulators. The training and familiarization session
was held at TUM, drawing participants from the
University staff, the Maritime Industry and Maritime
students in the University. The session was opened by
Eng. Prof. Richard Onchiri, D
, ean School of Engineering
and Technology, on behalf of the Vice Chancellor ,
Prof. Laila Abubakar. The Dean commended the
teaching of both Nautical Science and Marine Engineering at the University, the availability of

The Liquid Cargo Handling Simulation com-

such technologies from our Simulation Partners,

menced with ve (5) students from TUM taking

commitment of the University in providing quality

the roles of actual trainees. The trial class covered
an instructor- led session and a learner- centered
session. The Navigation systems simulation was

Maritime Education and Training.

conducted with the student trainees and Mr.
Hadh Kumba (a maritime instructor at the university) to lead the trainees in the exercises while
projecting his session on a large screen.

Captain Suleiman Bakari made his opening remarks
on the importance of simulation in Maritime
Education and Training (MET).
With his vast experience in oil and chemical tankers,
Capt. Suleiman commended the University to such
platforms for quality in MET. He particularly commented on the Liquid Cargo to provide Handling
Simulator, which (ECDIS) and RADAR/ARPA

-

TechNews
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THE STAR THAT RADIATES HOPE IN EAST AFRICAN
HEALTH SECTOR.

Mr. Benjamin Monteagudo, Mr. Ignacio Albert Smet, Ms. Jennifer Schultz & Ms. Lina Ngao of CBID in a group
photo with DVC- ARE Prof. Gichangi (center) Prof. Onchiri- Dean School of Engineering & Mr. Mwangi Chairman
of Medical Engineering Department.

As the pioneering institution in the East African
region to offer medical Engineering courses, TUM
attracts experts from all walks of the world to deliberate on the evolution of the medical Engineering
discipline within the region and beyond.
On 24th August,The Johns Hopkins Center for
Bioengineering Innovation and Design (CBID), paid
a courtesy call to Technical University of Mombasa on
the same.
CBID is a joint effort of the Whiting School
of Engineering and the School of Medicine Hopkins
University. It focuses on translation engineering on
matters of health care technology. It’s & institution
that’s runs its programs by combining clinical immersion,
travel to developing countries for global for global
health immersion, state of the art facilities and world
renowned lecturers to inspire students to deliver real
innovation.
Although TUM and CBID share similar teaching
techniques and are both identied by research and
innovation in the eld of Engineering and Technology
plus the impact their students have made around
the world, there exists a huge contrast between the
two institutions in terms of technology. TUM has a
long way to go, keeping in mind the Ke nyan Govt.
has never invested in any medical equipment
manufacturing company. Hence students can not get
a real time experience & technology prototype from
the design, technical support & commercialization of
the innovation. Addressing the meeting with the
the Johns Hopkins delegates, TUM’s Deputy Vice
Chancellor Academic Research & Extension, Prof.

TechNews

Gichangi highlighted that the Department will be a
a service department for the upcoming School of
Medicine which its curriculum is at a later stage
of approval by the Commission of University
Education (CUE). The School will be afliated
with the Coast General Teaching & Referral
Hospital. He further highlighted the collabora
tions which TUM has with overseas universities
like GhentUniversity, Université Libre de
Bruxelles (ULB), Vrije’ Universitet Brussel (VUB)
Egypt, Switzerland and many others where
they have students exchange program.
“ Unlike Electrical Engineering, Medical
Engineering uptake is low. This is attributed
to the limited equipment that the department
has and high cost of maintenance of the same.
It has proved to be very expensive to run the
program for maintaining equipment like
diagnostic, analytical and sterilization
systems is a bit costly. The government funding
on the sponsored students is still insufcient.
Currently TUM relies on linkages and partnership
for equipment and technical support. We are not
changing in technology as the West does, and so
we always look into collaborating with the
institutions from the developed economies for
lecturer exchange programs to ensure we offer
knowledge that is up to date with technology
and for the possible equipment donation too. ”
Noted, Prof. Gichangi.
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TUM TAKES PRIDE IN CONSERVING
IT’S NATIONAL HERITAGE

TUM assembly hall before renovation.
TUM buildings are part of the precious Kenya
national heritage traced back to the 1940s when
the Sultan of Zanzibar, Sir Philip Mitchell, Aga
Khan III and Secretary of State for the colonies,
Sir Bernard Reilly started the Mombasa Institute
of Muslim Education (MIOME) All of its structures
have a religious motif pattern as a décor nish.
Its religious architectural design signies past
events that took place in the historical scenic town
of Mombasa. Preservation of such buildings,
monuments, museum artifacts and archives are
responsibility of every Kenyan as they enhance
our pride by promoting a sense of national identity
understanding of the ancient cultures and past
events as well as bringing people of different
religions, castes, races, cultures, and ethnicity
together under one shared history.

University Education and Research- Amb.
Simon Nabukwesi. The University Council
chairman - Dr. Robert Arunga, Vice Chancellor,
TUM staff and students.
The PS acknowledged that due to humidity
and salt water, its more expensive to repair
and maintain buildings at the the Kenyan
coastline compared to other areas in Kenya.
Hence pledged to push for additional
maintenance funds for TUM at the ministry
level.
The PS Amb.. Nabukwesi thanked the
management and council for renovating the
building which would have been condemned.
He supposed the heritage of the building which
had seen many decades and still will be useful
to hosting so many events.

TUM has endeavored to protect these historical
buildings s and renovations through repair while
utilizing them as meeting points, lecture halls,
event halls and ofce space. As a matter of
national importance, the commissioning of the
newly refurbished assembly hall was graced by
the Permanent secretary, State Department for
TechNews
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Bakari and Second Ofcer (2/O) Talib Mohammed
The MET - Coordinator, to Inspect the Guard of
Honour mounted by the Regiments of TUM Marine
Cadets who are trained under Sergeant Steven Juba.

In pursuit to ascertain the progress of TUMMaritime Education and Training (MET), on 10th
March 2022, The VC - Prof. Laila Abubakar led the
inspection team amongst was Captain Suleiman

Rope work demonstration by Boatswain
- Haﬁdh Kumbu.

The team got a chance to scrutinize the Marine
Engine Simulator (the Engine Room Simulator- ERS
5000) and its operations where it was briefed on
the status of training on the engine Simulator in

The team was then escorted to the Seamanship
workshop where it was taken through the practical
training for seafarers including rope work, care and
handlin re safety, survival at sea and machinery
integration with the cloud simulator by 3rd Engineering overhaul. The workshops are manned by the
Marine Workshop Technicians (Boatswains) Hadh
Ofcer Khalid Fauz.
Kumba, Ms. Brendah Shafque and Ms. Winnie
Nyambu.

Marine cadets taking the vice chancellor throughthe marine ﬁre safety.

TechNews
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Amb. Nabukwesi (center) addressing media during the Hall commissioning event.
He development projects of the University.
In his nal remarks, the Council Chairman
“I believe from the repairing exercise, you have
Dr. Robert Arunga thanked the staff who
at least learnt three things; the actualization of
participated in the exercise of giving a new life
the project, the learning and training and the
to the main hall. He commended their good
research that as the university should do to nd
efforts in levitating the image of TUM. He
long
lasting solutions on the effects of weather
reiterated the councils support in all the
on our buildings.” He posed.

The TUM Assembly Hall after Renovation during commissioning ceremony on 27th
August 2021.
Dr Arunga challenged the University to play its look new and beautiful as you have witnessed
today, this will enhance the heritage and
role, by looking for solutions for the societal
problems in doing research and coming up with a conservation of TUM, that we take pride in’’.
long-lasting paint solution, that can withstand the She further stated that ‘’This is a big milestone,
that we have used our internal experts from
weather within the coastal region. The VC, Prof.
Laila Abubakar highlighted the management had TUM led by Arch Onesmus Mwatu who have
worked tirelessly from the beginning to the
resolved to identify the deteriorating buildings
and renovate them back to good condition. “As the completion of this project”. The VC, thanked
TUM staff, the DVC (AFP) and more especially
university management and with the support of
our council and the ministry, we have decided that the project implementation team, the project
coordinator Mr. Mahir other members including
instead of waiting to build a new building, we
Mr. Ongera, Mr. Musyoka and the Contractor
shall renovate affected buildings and make them
for the good work.
TechNews
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TUM MARINE CADETS SET FOR SEA TIME.
The Technical University of Mombasa prides as the
rst institution to train seafarers in Kenya and
therefore has a rich history in Maritime Education and
Training (MET). At its inception as Mombasa Institute
of Muslim Education (MIOME) in 1940s, it offered
training in technical programmes including

seamanship and navigation. This is evident through
the existence of maritime infrastructure which
includes boatswain ofce and the TUM Nautical
block which its façade is designed as the frontage of
a ship ’s bridge.

Prof. Laila taken through the integrated marine simulation system by the cadets.
The University has revitalised Maritime Education
encompasses maritime safety, maintenance and
operations of marine vessels Just like in the ships
and Training (MET) and has developed mechanisms
for sustenance mechanisms for sustenance of its
and ports, TUM MET Section is taken through
history of seafarers training; from offering craft courses random and periodic inspections to ensure and
enhance good operational practices, quality training
to currently undergraduate courses. TUM now
produces qualied marine cadets who are taken
and safety in the marine workshops as well as high
standards of discipline amongst the cadets in
through modernized training which suit the global
preparation for their professional lives.
maritime industry. The all-round training
.

.

Marine engine room inspectionby the vice chancellor and captain Suleiman.

TechNews
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This kind of inspection is earmarked to be done once As a requirement for successful students are put
every semester with the monthly one to be conducted into the regiment of cadets who form a parade
by invited guests, Dean or Chairman of the
or guard of honour which is equally inspected,
Department.
assessed and graded as it forms part of the
course under the unit of Leadership and Physical
Training.

.

The vice chancellor inspecting the guard of honour
In the Maritime industry, safety and best
This is undertaken to make sure that all
physical and electronic navigation charts are up
operational practices are continuously monitored
to date. When new navigation charts are brought
through inspections to establish the condition of
on-board the ship, the previous ones are cancelled
ships. This is done through Flag State Inspection
and
stored for disposal, at times handed over to the
for the country whose ag the ship is ying and
Inspector on request. Captain Suleiman, a Safety
Port state inspections for the country where the ship
Inspector and Marine Surveyor inspecting ships,
is loading and discharging cargo. Other than its ag
through Trans Africa Maritime Consultancy Group
country and other industry compliance inspections.
donated to the University navigation charts as they
Key to the inspection is the safety survey and survey form a powerful tool in Navigation training in MET.
of navigation equipment.

Captain Suleiman Bakari handing over the navigation charts to Prof. Laila.
The University is nalising a collaboration
In addition to onsite simulators, the University
agreement for guided sea training with Admiral
boasts of Cloud Simulators, where it became the
G.I. Nevelskoy Maritime State University for sea
rst Maritime Training Institution in Africa to
training on board their training vessel.
integrate Cloud Simulation Systems in its Training.

TechNews
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TUM EARNS ACCLAIM FROM NDITC FOR APT
PROJECTS ACCOMPLISHMENT
In a tour to inspect government projects, a section of
National Development Implementation Technical
Committee (NDITC) paid a visit to the Technical
university of Mombasa main campus on 12th January
2022, to inspect school of medicine projected which
cost the government Kshs 266,816,026.This came a
day after inspecting an ultra -modern student hostel

worth Ksh. 244 million and a 6.4 M worth perimeter
wall at TUM- Kwale campus. The School of
Medicine project was started on April 7, 2017 and
completed in January 2021 . It comprises 18 classrooms, 6 labora tories,1 Cold room, 1 library,
1 computer laboratory,1 Board room, 7 ofces,
1 cafeteria and a basement parking.

Members of NDITC a nd TUM staﬀ posing after inspection of The School of Medicine Building.

While taking the committee through stages the
project underwent since initiation, Technical
University of Mombasa (TUM)’s Vice Chancellor Prof.
Laila Abubakar highlighted challenges that hinders the
purposed Medical courses citing unavailability of
institution from advertising for furniture and
equipment as the main obstacle. “For the project to be
fully functional it requires furnishing and equipment
for the laboratories at a cost of Kshs. 306,952,534.81.
We appreciate our Belgium collaborators who
promised to procure equipment worth 12 Million.
With all that in place

TechNews

we can then comfortably employ more medical staff
to add to those available and operationalize this
project.” She afrmed. She further elucidated that
TUM is a heritage site with old buildings
constructed in 1948 when it was known as
Mombasa Institute of Muslim Education (MIOME);
with the salinity and harsh coastal weather,
maintenance is therefore cost intensive with a
projected budget of Kshs. 70,000,000.
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Prof. Gichangi – Deputy Vice Chancellor – ARE, taking the committee througha prospective projectutilization during
the inspection.
Acclaiming the accomplishment of the project,

Capitalizing on the multi-agency taskforce, The Vice
chancellor sought assistance on two land issues which
are currently in court. The Kiziwi land grabbing and
the trace passing at the School of Engineering. She
expounded that the issues contribute to congestion
with nowhere to expand even with the current
students’ population at 16,889 gauged to grow to
24,104 by 2028. Apparently, the available teaching
space is 23,052sqm and projected space needed by 2028
is 156,721 sq. m hence a need for an Amphitheater at a
cost of Kshs. 665,578,000.

the committee led by the State house- Chief of Staff,
Mr. Nzioka Waita said, “we are impressed with the
project's timely accomplishment and we are
satised. Be sure we will convey this good news as
we go back and promise to work on the constraints
from our ofces.” His elated counterpart PS. Prof.
Collata Suda, could not hide her joy who went on
commending the VC for the exemplary leadership
“This is a job well done, Prof. Laila and team. You
deserve to get the equipment for this state -of-the-art
medical school.”

TUM Innovation during COVID-19 Pandemic
TechNews
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NEWS

Kwale Campus Students Spoilt For Choices,
As TUM Launches New Hostel Complex
TUM has ﬁnally unveiled 400-capacity
state-of-art hostel in its Kwale campus.
For the campus students who
have yearned for an opportunity to live
in the campus rather than renting
houses and commuting daily, the
facility now provides a major relief to
them.
The hostel was commissioned
in mid-January in a colorful event
presided over by the TUM Council
Chair Dr. Robert Arunga and the Vice
chancellor Prof Laila Abubakar.
The hostel has everything that
guarantees occupants absolute
convenience; it has 104 rooms, a sick
bay, a reception, 8 kitchenette, 8
laundry rooms, and 8 ironing rooms.
Its other facilities include 40
toilets, 40 bathrooms, over 100 cloth
lines, and 2 common study rooms.
Further, to ensure
uninterrupted water supply especially
in the era of Covid, it has 100,000 liter
capacity underground water tank and
still another 5 tanks of 2,000 liters
capacity, each, at the roof top.
The hostel boasts of well
furnished rooms with beds, in built
cabinets and study table. These
exemplary features are aimed at
providing the students with the utmost
comfort for learning.
For a long time, Kwale campus
students have had to stay in rented
hostels at Kona Musa at Ukunda town,
almost 10 kilometers from the campus.
The Council Chair thanked

TUM KWALE CAMPUS HOSTELS
God and the University’s management
team and contractors for a job well
done.
“It is not easy to accomplish
such a project in Kenya considering the
economic situation we are in. But your
unreserved commitment and eﬀort
have resulted to this state of the art
hostel; now our students will enjoy
maximum comfort in their stay here,’’
Dr Arunga said.
In his speech, he said TUM
fraternity was grateful to the Kwale
County Government under the
leadership of Governor Salim Mvurya
for the support they accorded the
University. He singled out the ongoing
tarmacking of the access road from
corner Musa to Mabokoni, the campus
locale.
Dr Arunga reiterated the need
for the community to work together
with the University to help solve the
problems within the community and
the country at large. He cited cashew
nuts, coconut and titanium industries
for which Kwale County is known as
possible immediate areas of
cooperation.
On her part, the Vice Chancel

lor Prof Laila lauded the TUM project
team led by Prof. Rasowo, the Deputy Vice
Chancellor in charge of Administration
Finance and Planning, for working
tirelessly for timely completion of the
hostel. She further thanked the county
project team led by Architect Bwire Simon.
Prof Laila urged the students to
make the hostel their home and protect it
from any form of vandalism.
Addressing the event, the Director
Kwale Campus Dr Anwar Hood said: “I
attribute this to the Almighty and the
management for making it happen. This is
a milestone to proper learning.’’
He noted that students would be
ferried by the school buses to and from the
campus daily, which was cumbersome.
“That practice had a negative eﬀect on
class attendance, but all that now will be
history.”
Construction of the hostel
commenced way back on April 7, 2017 with
a ground breaking ceremony. It has cost
TUM over Ksh 244 million to complete.

DR. BANAFA
KWALE CAMPUS DIRECTOR
TechNews
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THE WEEKLY HERO BOWS DOWN
AS TUM TAKES OVER AS THE ‘COAST WEEK NEWSPAPER’
42 YEARS ARCHIVE CUSTODIAN

Mr. Shiraz D. Alibhai handing over of the archive collection of the Coast -Week Newspaper to the Vice Chancellor
.
of TUM Prof Laila U. Abubakar

On 1 st September 2021, Technical University of
Mombasa (TUM) through its Vice Chancellor Prof. Laila
Abubakar received a 42- yer-old archive collection of the
Coast Week newspaper from Mr. Shiraz D. Alibhai at the
university library. Speaking during the handing over ceremony of the heritage, the founder of the Coast-week news
Mr. Alibhai said “I am convinced that it is the right thing
and place, to hand over the story of my life, my heritage,
my legacy.” He emotionally requested the Vice Chancellor
librarian and the whole TUM fraternity “to take good care
of his baby.’’ This priceless collection of one of the rst
newspaper in the country can be traced back as from 1978
2018 consisting of 52 publication per year concentrating on
matters affecting the shipping, tourism, entertainment,
and many more. The ecstatic VC appreciated the gesture
by afrming the sentiments of Mr. Alibhai that the archive
collection came at the right time and to the right place. It
will play a major role in the media, printing and
design students’ ‘training and education . With regards to
evaluation and understanding of historical lifestyle and
events of coastal line in Kenya. Challenging them to come
up with thesis and academic projects on the same. The bold
move from Mr. Shiraz attributed to the history, friendship
and memories he has with the institution from back then,
when it was still Mombasa Institute of Muslim Education
(MIOME) as it transitioned to date. He outrightly terms as

TechNews

Display of The Coast-Week Archive Collection by the Donors and
and TUM Management Staff During the Handover Ceremony.

home being a ‘Tudor Boy’ and having studied accountancy in TUM in 1969. The collective hope of the donors
and TUM management will a establish a professional
and digitizing center which will aid its preservation
and create a digital presence of the archives .
It will improve the accessibility of the archives to all
and sundry especially for research purposes even as it
housed at “ The challenge of digitization , smart
phones and social media is what led to the end of
the coast weekly publication says Mr. Alibhai. Arch
Taibali Hamzali, Chairman Friends of Fort Jesus
mentioned the intention to bring the photography
collection of the Coast -week of the Coast Newspaper,once the digitization facility is up and
running.
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Bachelor of Science
in
Community Health

6

Diploma in Human
Resource
Management &
Industrial Relations
Diploma in
Procurement &
Materials
Management

7

8

Diploma in
Community
Development &
Counseling

Issue 4

KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/Biological Sciences, C (plain) in
Mathematics/Physics and English /Kiswahili
and OR Higher Diploma OR Diploma in
Environmental Health, 6Community Health,
Nutritional Health, Nursing, Occupational
Health, and Clinical medicine
DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C-(Minus) OR Certicate
with a pass in the elds of Human Resource
Management & Industrial Relations, OR a
Certicate approved by the University Senate.
KCSE Mean Grade C-(Minus) OR Certicate
with a pass in the elds of Accountancy,
Business Administration, Front Ofce
Operations & Customer Care Management,
Sales & Marketing, Procurement & Material
Management, Stores Management, Secretarial
& Ofce Management, Business Management,
Human Resource Management & Industrial
Relations, Shipping OR a Certicate
approved by the University Senate.
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus)
in English OR Kiswahili OR Certicate in
Community Development OR Community
Workers

Full-Time
OR
Evening

4
Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

4
Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

4
Semesters

Full-Time
Evening
Weekend

2
Semesters

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES
9

10

11
12
13

14

Certicate in
Secretarial &
Computer
Application
Certicate in
Business
Management
Certicate in Stores
Management
Certicate in Sales
& Marketing
Certicate in
Human
Resource
Management
Certicate in
Community
Development &
Counseling

KCSE Mean Grade D +(Plus) OR Div. III
OR Pre-Certicate with a pass in Business
Management, Secretarial and Ofce
Management, Front Ofce Operations &
Customer Care Management, Sales and
Marketing, Human Resource Management,
Stores Management.

KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a pass in
English / Kiswahili.

3
semesters

TUM is ISO 9001:2015 Cer ﬁed
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FULL-TIME AND EVENING COURSES FOR JANUARY, MAY AND SEPTEMBER 2021 INTAKE
AT THE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MOMBASA
The Technical University of Mombasa invites applications from suitably qualied candidates for the
following PROGRAMMES starting in JANUARY, MAY and SEPTEMBER, 2021. Application forms
are available on www.tum.ac.ke/ downloads
POSTGRADUATE INTAKE IS CONTINUOUS
MAIN CAMPUS
A) FACULTY OF APPLIED AND HEALTH SCIENCES
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES
SN PROGRAMMES
MINIMUM ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
MODE OF COURSE
STUDY
DURATION
1
Doctor of Philosophy Master’s degree in Chemistry from a
Course
3 Years
in
recognized/ accredited institution.
Work,
Chemistry
Research
and Thesis
2
Doctor of Philosophy Master’s degree in Biotechnology, Molecular
Course
in Biotechnology
Biology, Biochemistry, Molecular Medicine,
Work,
3 Years
Microbiology from a recognized/accredited
Research
institution.
and Thesis
3
Doctor of Philosophy Master’s degree in Biochemistry,
Course
3 Years
in Biochemistry
Biotechnology, Molecular Biology, Molecular
Work,
Medicine, Microbiology from a
Research
recognized/accredited institution.
and Thesis
4
Doctor of Philosophy Master’s degree in Applied Mathematics from a
Course
3 Years
in Applied
recognized/accredited institution
Work,
Mathematics
Research
and Thesis

TUM is ISO 9001:2015 Cer ﬁed
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Communication
Technology

7

Certicate in
Information
Communication
Technology
and Maintenance

1

Cisco Academy
Courses(ITE, CCNA
1,2,3)
Huawei Academy
Courses(HCIA,
R&S, HCIA
Security)

2

1

2

3

4

Bachelor in
Business
Administration
(Human Resource
Management &
Marketing Option)

Bachelor in
Business
Administration
(Accounting
Option)
Bachelor of
Commerce
(Accounting,
Finance and
Procurement
Options)
Bachelor of Arts in
Development
Studies

Issue 4

Kiswahili OR Certicate in Information
Technology
(KNEC),
Information
Technology
&
Maintenance
OR
Information communication Technology
(ICT) related eld from a recognized/
accredited institution.
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a PASS in
Mathematics and English/Kiswahili.

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMES
Continuing Students of Computing/Working
in Computer Industry
Continuing Students of Computing/Working
in Computer Industry

OR
Evening

Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

4
Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening
Full-Time
OR
Evening

80 Hours
Each

LAMU CAMPUS
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C+ with D+ in
Mathematics and C-(minus) in English OR
Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education (A’
level)/GSCE /IGCE with two (2) principals
and one (1) subsidiary with a pass in
Mathematics and English at KCE (‘O’ Level).
Be a holder of Diploma, Higher Diploma OR
A holder of any other discipline from an
Institution recognized by the University
Senate.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ with C (Plain) in
Mathematics and C-(minus) in English OR
Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education (A’
Full-Time
level)/GSCE /IGCE with two (2) principals and
OR
one (1) subsidiary with a pass in Mathematics
Evening
and English at KCE (‘O’ Level). Be a holder of
Diploma, Higher Diploma in accounts.

80 Hours
Each

8
Semesters
OR
6
Semesters
OR
4
Semesters

KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+ in
English/Kiswahili OR be a holder of Diploma
in a related discipline from an institution
recognized by the University Senate.
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4
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EDITION
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E) INSTITUTE OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATICS
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Course
Master of Science in
Bachelor of Science in Information
Work and
Information
Technology/ Bachelor of Science in Computer
Thesis
Technology
Science/ Bachelor of Technology in
Information Communication Technology with
Full-Time
at least Second Class Honours (Upper
OR
Division) OR an equivalent qualication from
Part Time
a recognized/accredited institution. OR
Second Class Honours (Lower Division) with
at least two (2) years of relevant research and
or work experience since graduation.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Bachelor of Science
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+ (Plus) in
in Computer
Mathematics, Physical Sciences/Physics and
Full-Time
Science
English/Kiswahili OR Diploma in
OR
Information Technology (KNEC), Information
Evening
and Communication Technology OR
Information communication Technology (ICT)
related eld from a recognized/accredited
institution.
Bachelor of Science
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C (Plain) in
in Information
Mathematics, Physical Sciences/Physics and
Full-Time
Technology
English/Kiswahili OR Diploma in
OR
Information Technology (KNEC), Information
Evening
and Communication Technology OR
Information communication Technology (ICT)
related eld from a recognized/accredited
institution.
Bachelor of
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C (Plain) in
Full-Time
Technology in
Mathematics and English/Kiswahili OR
OR
Information and
Diploma in Information Technology (KNEC),
Evening
Communication
Information and Communication Technology
Technology
Information communication Technology (ICT)
related eld from a recognized/accredited
institution.

Diploma in
Computer Science

Diploma in
Information and

DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C - (Minus) with a
PASS in Mathematics and English/
Kiswahili and Physics OR Certicate in
Information
Technology
(KNEC),
Information Technology & Maintenance
OR
Information
communication
Technology (ICT) related eld from a
recognized/ accredited institution.
KCSE Mean Grade C - (Minus) with a
PASS in Mathematics and English/

2 Years

8
Semesters
OR
6
semesters

8
Semesters
OR
6
semesters

8
Semesters
OR
6
semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

6
Semesters

Full-Time

6
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Mechanical
Engineering
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Diploma in Marine
Engineering
Diploma in Nautical
Science
Diploma in
Automotive
Engineering
Diploma in
Medical
Engineering
(KNEC)
Diploma in
Technology in
Medical
Engineering
Diploma in
Technology in
Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning
Diploma in
Architecture

25

Diploma in
Quantity Survey

26

Certicate in
Building and Civil
Engineering
Certicate in
Technology
(Electrical and
Electronic
Engineering
Certicate in
Medical
Engineering
Services

27

28

29

Certicate in
Mechanical
Engineering

Issue 4

in Mechanical Engineering.

Parttime/
Holidays

KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus).

KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus).

4 Semesters

Full-Time

6
Semesters

Full-Time

6
Semesters

KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate in Full-Time
Mechanical Engineering
KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate in Full-Time/
Part-Time
Medical Engineering Services.

6
Semesters
6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters

KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate in Full-Time/
Part-Time
Medical Engineering Services.

6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters

KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate
in Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning or
Certicate in Mechanical Engineering

FullTime/
Evening

6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters

KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate
in Building and Civil Engineering/
Architecture
KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate
in Building and Civil Engineering/
Architecture
CERTIFICATES PROGRAMMES

FullTime/
Part-Time
FullTime/
Part-Time

6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters
6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters

Full-Time

3 Semesters

Full-Time

3 Semesters

Full-Time

3 Semesters

Full-Time

2 Semesters

KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus).
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus).

KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus).

KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus).
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11

EDITION

Bachelor of
Technology (B.
Tech.) in Marine
Engineering

Issue 4

mathematics and physics and a subsidiary pass
OR
KNEC Diploma in Medical Engineering, OR
Diploma in Technology Medical Engineering
OR Higher Diploma in Medical Engineering
KCSE C+ (plus) with at least C+ in English,
Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry
OR Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education
(KACE) of at least two principal passes in
mathematics and physics and a subsidiary pass
OR
KNEC-TEP/TUM Diploma in
Marine/Mechanical Engineering.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+
(Plus) in Mathematics, English/Kiswahili,
Physics, Chemistry OR Physical Sciences, OR
Group: IV subjects (Geography , Biology, Art
and Design, Drawing and Design, Technical
Drawing and Computer Studies) OR Kenya
Advanced Certicate of Education (KACE) of
at least two principal passes in Mathematics,
Physics and subsidiary pass OR TUM
Diploma in Architecture OR Higher Diploma
in Architecture
DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate
in Building and Civil Engineering.

12

Bachelor of
Architectural
Studies/ Bachelor
Architecture

13

Diploma in
Building and Civil
Engineering

14

Diploma in Civil
Engineering

KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate
in Building and Civil Engineering.

15

Diploma in
Building
Technology

KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate
in Building and Civil Engineering.

16

Diploma in
Technology in
Electrical &
Electronic
Engineering
Diploma in
Technology in

17

KCSE Mean Grade C-(Minus) OR Certicate
in Electrical & Electronic Engineering.

KCSE Mean Grade C-(Minus) OR Certicate

4 Semesters

Full-Time/
Part-Time
/Holiday

8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters

Full-Time/
Part-Time

12
Semesters
OR
8 Semesters

Full-Time
/
Parttime/
Holidays
Full-Time
/
Parttime/
Holidays
Full-Time
/
Parttime/
Holidays
FullTime
/Parttime/
Holiday
Full-Time
/ Part Time

6
Semesters
OR 4
Semesters
6
Semesters
OR 4
Semesters
6
Semesters
OR 4
Semesters
6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters
6 Semesters
OR
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7

8

9

10

EDITION

Bachelor of Science
in
Medical
Engineering

Bachelor of
Technology (B.
Tech.) in Civil
Engineering

Bachelor of
Technology (B.
Tech.) in Electrical
& Electronic
Engineering

Bachelor of
Technology (B.
Tech.) in
Mechanical
Engineering

Bachelor of
Technology (B.
Tech.) in Medical
Engineering

Issue 4

KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+
Full-Time/
(Plus) in Mathematics, English/Kiswahili,
Part-time
Physics, or Physical Sciences OR Kenya
/Holiday
Advanced Certicate of Education (KACE) of
at least two principal passes in mathematics
and physics and a subsidiary pass
OR KNEC Diploma in Medical Engineering OR
Diploma in Technology Medical Engineering
OR Higher Diploma in Medical Engineering.

KCSE C+ (plus) with at least C+ in English,
Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry
OR Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education
(KACE) of at least two principal passes in
mathematics and physics and a subsidiary pass
OR
KNEC-TEP/TUM Diploma OR Higher
Diploma in one of the following relevant areas:
Building and Civil Engineering.
KCSE C+ (plus) with at least C+ in English,
Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry
OR Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education
(KACE) of at least two principal passes in
mathematics and physics and a subsidiary pass
OR
KNEC-TEP/TUM Diploma OR Higher
Diploma in one of the following relevant areas:
Electrical and Electronic Engineering (Electrical
Power, Electronics, Instrumentation,
Telecommunication, Computer Engineering)
KCSE C+ (plus) with at least C+ in English,
Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry
OR Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education
(KACE) of at least two principal passes in
mathematics and physics and a subsidiary pass
OR
KNEC-TEP/TUM Diploma OR Higher
Diploma in one of the following relevant areas:
Mechanical Engineering (Production, Plant and
Automotive Engineering).
KCSE C+ (plus) with at least C+ in Mathematics
English /Kiswahili and Physics or Physical
Science
OR Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education
(KACE) of at least two principal passes in

Full-Time
/ Evening
/Holiday

Full-Time
/ Evening
/Holiday

Full-Time
/ Evening
/Holiday

Full-Time
/ Evening
/Holiday

10
Semesters
OR 8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters

8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters

8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters

8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters
OR
4 Semesters

8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters
OR
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degree and at least two (2) years of relevant
research and or
work experience postgraduation.

3

4

5

Bachelor of Science
in Civil
Engineering

Bachelor of Science
in
Electrical &
Electronic
Engineering

Bachelor of Science
in Mechanical
Engineering

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+
(Plus) in Mathematics, English/Kiswahili,
Physics, Chemistry or Physical Sciences OR
Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education
(KACE) of at least two principal passes in
mathematics and physics and a subsidiary
pass
OR KNEC/TEP/TUM Diploma in Civil
Engineering, Architecture, Building
Engineering, and Quantity Surveying OR
Higher Diploma in Civil Engineering,
Architecture, Building Engineering, and
Quantity Surveying.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+
(Plus) in Mathematics, English/Kiswahili,
Physics, Chemistry, Physical Sciences OR
Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education
(KACE) of at least two principal passes in
mathematics and physics and a subsidiary
pass OR
KNEC/TEP/TUM Diploma in Electrical
Electronics Engineering (Electrical Power,
Electronics, Instrumentation
Telecommunication and Computer
Engineering) OR Higher Diploma in
Electrical & Electronic Engineering (Electrical
Power, Electronics, Instrumentation
Telecommunication and Computer
Engineering)
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+
(Plus) in Mathematics, English/Kiswahili,
Physics, Chemistry or Physical Sciences OR
Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education
(KACE) of at least two principal passes in
mathematics and physics and a subsidiary pass
OR KNEC/TEP/TUM Diploma in Mechanical
Engineering (Automotive Plant & Production,
Engineering) OR Higher Diploma in
Mechanical in Production, Plant, Chemical and
Automotive Engineering.

Full-Time/
Part-time
/Holiday

10
Semesters
OR 8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters

Full-Time/
Part-time
/Holiday

10
Semesters
OR 8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters

Full-Time/
Part-time
/Holiday

10
Semesters
OR 8
Semesters
OR
6 Semesters
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19

20

21
22

23

24

25

26

1

2

EDITION

Diploma in Library
& Information
Science
Diploma in County
Governance &
Ethics
Certicate in Mass
Communication
Certicate in
Catering and
Accommodation
Management
Certicate in Travel
and Tour
Operations
Certicate in
Community
Development &
Counseling
Certicate in
Archives and
Records
Management
Certicate in
Library &
Information Science

Issue 4

KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus) in
Full time
English /Kiswahili OR Certicate in Library
Or
Information Science.
Evening
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus) in
Full time
English /Kiswahili OR Certicate in County
Governance & Ethics.
CERTIFIATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with D(plain) in
Full time
English OR Kiswahili
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a pass in
Full time
English OR Kiswahili

2 semesters
3 semesters

KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a pass in
English OR Kiswahili

Full time

3 semesters

KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a pass in
English OR Kiswahili

Full time

2 semesters

KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a pass in
English OR Kiswahili

Full time

2 semesters

KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a pass in
English OR Kiswahili

Full time

2 semesters

D) SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Master of
Second Class Honours (Upper Division) degree
Technology in
in Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Technology
Mechatronic
in Mechatronic Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering
Engineering,
Electrical
and
Electronic
Engineering, Medical Engineering, Computer
Engineering, OR Second-Class Honours (Lower
Division) degree and at least two (2) years of
relevant research and or work experience post Course
graduation.
Work and
Master of
Second Class Honours (Upper Division) degree
Thesis
in Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Technology
Technology in
Full-Time/
in Mechatronic Engineering, Mechanical Part-time
Sustainable Energy Engineering,
Electrical
and
Electronic
Engineering,
Medical
Engineering,
Computer
Engineering
Engineering,
Renewable
Energy
and
Environmental Physics , Chemical Engineering
OR Second Class Honours (Lower Division)

2
Years
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Management
Bachelor of Arts in
Development
Studies
Bachelor of Arts in
Sociology
Bachelor of Arts in
Conict and
Security Studies
Bachelor of
Information Science

11

Diploma in Mass
Communication

12

Diploma in Graphic
Design

13

Diploma in Public
Relations

14

Diploma in Hotel
and Institutional
Management

15

Diploma in
Tourism
Management

16

Diploma in
Catering and
Accommodation
Management
Diploma in
Archives and
Records
Management
Diploma in
Community
Development &
Counseling

17

18

Issue 4

KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+) Plus) in
English/Kiswahili and D+ (Plus) in
Full-Time
Mathematics OR be holder of Diploma in
Or
Library Information Science/Studies OR
Evening
Archives and Records Management from an
Institution recognized by the University Senate.
DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus)
Full Time
in English or Kiswahili OR Certicate in Mass
Communication.
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus) in Full Time
English /Kiswahili OR a Certicate in Graphic
Design.
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus) in Full-Time
English/Kiswahili OR Certicate in Public
Relations.
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus)
in English/Kiswahili OR Certicate in
Catering & Accommodation Operations.
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus)
in English/Kiswahili OR Certicate in Tour
and Travel Operations from a recognized
institution.
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus) in
English/Kiswahili OR Certicate in Catering
and Accommodation Management.

Full-Time

KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus)
in English or Kiswahili OR Certicate in
Archives and Records Management.

Full time
Or
Evening

KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus)
in English/Kiswahili OR Certicate in
Community Development OR Community
Workers.

Full-Time

8
Semesters
OR
6
semesters

4
Semesters
5
Semesters
4
Semesters

5
Semesters

4
Semesters
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52

Retirement
planning &
Management

Retirees, Retrenched Persons, Self Employed.

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

53

Business planning
& Management

Youth and Women Leaders, SMEs Owners,
NGOs and Religious Leaders.

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

54

Marketing
Development Skills

Marketing Ofcers and Sales Representatives

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

55

Soft skills Training

Drivers, Security Ofcers & Bus Coordinators

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

56

Public Relations
and customer care
skills

Secretaries and Front Ofce Personnel

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

C). SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Master of Arts/Master of Science Degree in
PhD in
Full Time
Social Sciences from a recognized/accredited
Development
by
institution
Studies
Coursewo
rk,
Research
and Thesis
Master of Sciences
Bachelor Degree with Second Class Honours,
in
(Upper Division) OR Second Class Honours
Full Time
(Lower Division) with relevant Postgraduate
OR
Development
qualication in any social science eld OR work
Evening
Studies
experience of at least two (2) years.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Bachelor of
Journalism and
Mass
Communication
Bachelor of
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+ in
Full Time
Broadcast
English/Kiswahili OR be a holder of Diploma
Journalism
OR
in a related discipline from an institution
Bachelor of
Evening
recognized by the University Senate.
Technology in Hotel
and Hospitality
Management
Bachelor of
Sciences in Tourism

3 Years

2 Years

8
Semesters
OR
6
semesters
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52

Retirement
planning &
Management

Retirees, Retrenched Persons, Self Employed.

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

53

Business planning
& Management

Youth and Women Leaders, SMEs Owners,
NGOs and Religious Leaders.

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

54

Marketing
Development Skills

Marketing Ofcers and Sales Representatives

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

55

Soft skills Training

Drivers, Security Ofcers & Bus Coordinators

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

56

Public Relations
and customer care
skills

Secretaries and Front Ofce Personnel

Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

C). SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Master of Arts/Master of Science Degree in
PhD in
Full Time
Social Sciences from a recognized/accredited
Development
by
institution
Studies
Coursewo
rk,
Research
and Thesis
Master of Sciences
Bachelor Degree with Second Class Honours,
in
(Upper Division) OR Second Class Honours
Full Time
(Lower
Division)
with
relevant
Postgraduate
OR
Development
qualication in any social science eld OR work
Evening
Studies
experience of at least two (2) years.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Bachelor of
Journalism and
Mass
Communication
Bachelor of
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+ in
Full Time
Broadcast
English/Kiswahili OR be a holder of Diploma
Journalism
OR
in a related discipline from an institution
Bachelor of
Evening
recognized by the University Senate.
Technology in Hotel
and Hospitality
Management
Bachelor of
Sciences in Tourism

3 Years

2 Years

8
Semesters
OR
6
semesters
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27

28

29

30
31

32
33

32

33

34

35
36

37

EDITION

Certicate in
Business
Management
Certicate in
Secretarial &
Computer
Application
Certicate in Front
Ofce
Operations &
Customer
Care Management
Certicate in Sales &
Marketing
Certicate in Human
Resource
Management
Certicate in Stores
Management
Certicate in
Maritime Transport
Logistics
International
Certicate in
Logistics and
Transport
Management
(ICLTM)
Certicate in
Accounting and
Management Skills
Accounting
Technician Diploma
Certied Public
Accountants (CPA,
section 1)
International
Diploma in
Logistics and
Transport
Management
Associate in
Procurement and
supply chain of
Kenya(APSK) Level
1

Issue 4

2 Semesters
Evening
KCSE Mean Grade D +(Plus) OR Div. III
OR Pre-Certicate with a pass in Business
Management, Secretarial and Ofce
Management,
Front Ofce Operations & Customer
Care
Management, Sales and Marketing, Human
Resource
Management, Stores Management.

SHORT/PROFESSIONAL COURSES
KCSE Mean Grade D + (Plus) OR Div. III OR Evening
Any approved certicate from an Institution
recognized by the University Senate.

2 Semesters

) OR Equivalent

Afternoon

6 Months

KCSE Mean Grade C - (Minus) OR Equivalent
Qualication

Afternoon

6 Months

Afternoon

6 Months

Evening

2 Semesters

Full-Time
or
Evening

6 Months

KCSE Mean Grade D (Plain
Qualication

KCSE Mean Grade C+ with C+ (Plus) in
Mathematics and English
KCSE Mean Grade C-(Minus) OR Certicate in
Logistics and Transport Management

KCSE Mean Grade C (plain) OR Equivalent
qualications as determined by Kenya
Institute of Supply Management (KISM)
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38

39
40

41

42

EDITION

Certied
procurement and
supply professional
of Kenya (CPSP-K)
part 1

A pass in APS(K) OR Degree from a
recognized university OR KCSE Mean Grade
C+ with C+(plus) in English and Mathematics
OR KACE with at least two principle passes
and credit in Mathematics and English at KCE
OR Equivalent qualications as determined
by Kenya Institute of Supplies Management
(KISM)
County Government Councilors and other County leaders.
& leadership
Executive Secretaries in both Public and
Executive Secretary
Private Sector
Operations and
Management
Management of
Front Ofce Personnel , Personal Secretary,
Customers, Front
Ofce Managers and Administrator s, Public
Ofce & Public
Relation Ofcers
Relations
Administrative
Government Ofcers at Supervisor y Levels,
skills
Administrative Ofcers, Private Companies,
Parastatals & NGOs

43

Corporate
Leadership &
Governance

44

Business
Management
Consulting Skills &
Frameworks
Project Management

45

46
47

48

50

51

Issue 4

Chief Executive Ofcers Company Director s
and Top managers of Private Companies,
County Government, NGOs , Parastatals &
Main Stream Ministries.
Managers and Consultants

Procurement Managers in Government and
Non-Governmental Institutions and Private
Companies

Project proposal &
Research Methods

CDF Committee members, Loan Ofcers,
Researchers and lecturers, Women & Youth
Leaders and Project Ofcers

Management of
Academic
Institution, Tools &
Framework
Public Procurement
Procedures

Principals, Board Members and heads of
Departments of both Private and Public
Academic Institutions
Procurement Ofcers in both Government and
Private Institutions

Taxation and Tax
management

Auditors, Accountants and Tax Managers

Forensic Audit

Auditors and Accountants

Evening

6 Months

Evening

4 Weeks

Evening

1Week

Every rst 1Week
week of the
Month
Every rst 2 Weeks
week of the
Month
Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month
Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month
Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month
Every rst 2 Weeks
week of the
Month
Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month
Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month
Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month
Every rst 1 Week
week of the
Month
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14

15

16
17
18

19

20

21

22
23

24
25
26

EDITION

Higher Diploma in
Human Resource
Management &
Industrial Relations
Higher Diploma in
Secretarial
Management
(KNEC)
Diploma in
Accountancy
Diploma in Business
Administration
Diploma in Front
Ofce
Operations &
Customer
Care Management
Diploma in
Sales &
Marketing
Diploma in
Procurement and
Materials
Management

Issue 4

Diploma holder in Human Resource
Management & Industrial Relations OR a
holder of University Degree in Human
Resource Management.
KNEC Diploma in Secretarial Studies OR
BES & GCE Secretarial Option Stage III.

KCSE Mean Grade C-(Minus) OR Certicate
with a
pass in the elds of Accountancy,
Business
Administration, Front Ofce Operations &
Customer
Care Management, Sales & Marketing,
Procurement &
Material Management, Stores Management,
Secretarial
& Ofce Management, Business Management,
Human
Resource Management & Industrial
Relations,
Shipping OR any Certicate approved by
the
University Senate.

Diploma in
Secretarial & Ofce
Management
Diploma in Business
Management
Diploma in Human
Resource
Management
& Industrial
Relations
Diploma in Supply
Chain Management
Diploma in Maritime
Transport Logistics
Diploma in Logistics KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) OR Certicate
with a
and Transport
pass in Logistics & Transport Management OR
Management
Any
Certicate approved by the University Senate.
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES

Evening

2 Semesters

Evening

4 Semesters

Full-Time
OR

4 Semesters

Evening

Full-Time
OR
Evening

4 Semesters
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12

13

EDITION

Bachelor of
Business & Ofce
Management

Bachelor of Business
Information
Technology

Bachelor of Science
in Maritime
Management
(Commercial)

Issue 4

(2)
Principals and
one (1) subsidiary with
a pass in
Mathematics and English at KCE (‘O’ Level).
OR Degree from recognized University OR Be
holder of
Diploma, Higher Diploma OR a holder of any
other
discipline from an Institution recognized by
CUE and the University Senate.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ with D+ in
Mathematics and C- (minus) in English OR
Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education (A’
level)/GSCE /IGCE with two (2) principals
and one (1) subsidiary with a pass Level).
OR Degree from recognized/accredited
University OR be holder of
Diploma, from KNEC in secretarial sturdies
OR KNEC single or group certicate stage III
OR Diploma from KTTC in Technical
Education (secretarial)
KCSE Mean Grade C+ with C (plain) in
Mathematics
and C (Plain)
in English OR Kenya
Advanced
Certicate of Education (A’ level) with two
(2)
principal passes and one (1) subsidiary with a
credit
pass in Mathematics and English at KCE (‘O’
Level).
OR Diploma from recognized/ accredited
University OR Be holder of Diploma in
Information Technology.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ with C- (minus) in
Mathematics
and C (Plain) in English OR Kenya Advanced
Certicate of Education (A’ level) with two (2)
principal passes and one (1) subsidiary with a
credit
pass in Mathematics and English at KCE (‘O’
Level).
OR Degree from recognized/ accredited
University OR be a holder of Diploma in
procurement or Logistic.

4
Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

Full-Time
OR
Evening

Full-Time
OR
Evening

8
Semesters
OR
6
Semesters
OR
4
Semesters
8
Semesters
OR
6
Semesters
OR
4
Semesters

8
Semesters
OR
6
Semesters
OR
4
Semesters

HIGHER DIPLOMA & DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
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rd
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

EDITION

Issue 4

Master of Science in
Finance

Bachelor’s Degree in the eld of Accounting,
Economics or Finance with Second Class
Honours
(Upper Division) OR Second Class Honours
(Lower Division) with post- graduate
qualications OR work experience of at least
two (2) years OR any other qualication
recognized by CUE and University senate.
Bachelor’s Degree in Procurement and Supply
Master of Science
Chain Management with Second Class
in Procurement and
Honours (Upper Division) OR Second Class
Supply Chain
Honours (Lower Division) with postManagement
graduate qualications OR work experience
of at least two (2) years OR any other
qualication recognized by CUE and
University senate.
Bachelor’s Degree in Procurement and Supply
Master of Science in
Chain Management with Second Class
Entrepreneurship
Honours (Upper Division) OR Second Class
Honours (Lower Division) with postgraduate qualications OR work experience
of at least two (2) years OR any other
qualication recognized by CUE and
University senate.
Master of Science in
Bachelor’s Degree in Entrepreneurship with
Second Class Honours (Upper Division) OR
Entrepreneurship
Second Class Honours (Lower Division) with
post-graduate qualications OR work
experience of at least two (2) Years OR any
other qualication recognized by CUE and
University senate.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Bachelor in Business KCSE Mean Grade C+ with C (Plain) in
Administration
Mathematics and C-(minus) in English OR
(Accounting Option) Kenya Advanced Certicate of Education (A’
Bachelor of
level)/GSCE /IGCE with two (2) principals
Commerce
and one (1) subsidiary with a pass in
(Accounting, Finance
Mathematics and English at KCE (‘O’
and Procurement
Level). OR Degree from recognized/
Options)
accredited University OR Be holder of
Diploma, Higher Diploma in accounting
Bachelor in Business KCSE Mean Grade C+ with D+ in Mathematics
Administration
and C(Human Resource
(minus) in English OR Kenya Advanced
Management &
Certicate of
Marketing Option)
Education(A’level)/GSCE /IGCE with two

Full Time
OR
Evening
OR
Weekends

Full Time
OR
Evening
OR
Weekends

Full Time
OR
Evening
OR
Weekends

Full Time
OR
Evening
OR
Weekends

Full-Time
OR
Evening

Full-Time
OR
Evening

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

8
Semesters
OR
6
Semesters
OR
4
Semesters
8
Semesters
OR
6
Semesters
OR
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rd
3

EDITION

and Dietetics

37

38

Certicate in
Occupational,
Environmental
Health and Safety
Certicate in
Environmental
Impact Assessment
Audit

Issue 4

Biology/Biological Sciences, English/
Kiswahili, and D (Plain) inOR Upgrade in
Mathematics
SHORT/PROFESSIONAL CORSES
Public Health Sciences, Engineering
(Civil, Chemical, Electrical) from a recognized
institution.
A Degree/Diploma in Environmental Science,
Civil Engineering, Ecology, Urban and
Regional Planning, Physical OR Biological
Sciences from a recognized institution.

Semesters

Evening &
Weekends

4 Weeks

Evening &
Weekends

4 Weeks

B) SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

1

2

3

’’.
Doctor of Philosophy
in Business
Administration:
(Accounting,
Finance,
Human Resource
Management,
Management
Science, Marketing,
Procurement &
Supply Chain
Management &
Strategic
Management
option)
Master in Business
Administration

POST GRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Master’s degree in the elds of Accounting,
Finance,
Human Resource Management, Management
Science,
Marketing, Procurement & Supply Chain
Management, Strategic Management OR any
relevant qualications recognized by CUE and
University senate.

Bachelor’s Degree with Second Class Honours
(Upper Division) OR Second Class Honours
(Lower
Division) with post- graduate qualications
OR
work experience of at least two (2) years OR
any nt
other qualication recognized by CUE and
University senate.
Bachelor’s Degree in Human Resource
Master of Science in
Management with Second Class Honours
Human Resource
(Upper
Division) OR Second Class Honours
Management
, be
(Lower Division) with post-graduate
qualications OR work experience of at least
,
two (2) years OR any other qualication
recognized by CUE and University senate.

Full-Time
OR
Evening

Full Time
OR
Evening
OR
Weekends

Full Time
OR
Evening
OR
Weekends

3 Years

2 Years

2 Years
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27

28

st
29

30

31

34

35

36

EDITION

Diploma in Food
Technology and
Quality
Assurance

Diploma in
Industrial
Microbiology and
Biotechnology

Diploma in Science
Laboratory
T
Technology

Diploma in
Analytical
Chemistry

Diploma in
Nutrition and
Dietetics

Certicate in
Community Health
& HIV Management

Certicate in
Environmental and
Health Sciences

Certicate in
Nutrition

Issue 4

Biology, English/Kiswahili, Mathematics/
Physics.
KCSE Mean Grade C – (Minus)with D+ (Plus)
in Biology/
Biological Sciences, English/Kiswahili,
Chemistry/Physical
Sciences, and Mathematics/ Physics OR
Upgrade in
Mathematics; OR Certicate in a related eld.
KCSE Mean Grade C – (Minus)with D+ (Plus)
in Biology/
Biological Sciences, English /Kiswahili,
Chemistry/Physical Sciences, and
their
first
Mathematics/
Physics
OR Upgrade in Mathematics; OR Certicate in
a related eld.
KCSE Mean Grade C – (Minus) with D+ (Plus)
in Biology/
Biological Sciences, English/ Kiswahili,
Chemistry/Physical Sciences, and
Mathematics/ Physics
OR Upgrade in Mathematics; OR Certicate in
a related eld.
KCSE Mean Grade C – (Minus)with D+ (Plus)
in
Chemistry/Physical Sciences, Biology/
Biological Sciences, English/ Kiswahili, and
Mathematics/ Physics OR Upgrade in
Mathematics; OR Certicate in a related eld.
KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) with a D+ (plus)
in Biology/ Biological Sciences, Chemistry OR
Physical Sciences, English/Kiswahili, and D
(Plain) in Mathematics/Physics.
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with D+ (Plus) in
Chemistry/ Physical Sciences, Biology/
Biological Sciences, English/Kiswahili, and
Mathematics/Physics OR Upgrade in
Mathematics.
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with D+ (Plus) in
Biology/Biological Sciences, English/Kiswahili,
and a D+ (plus) in Chemistry/Physical
Sciences, and Mathematics/Physics OR
Upgrade in Mathematics.
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with D (Plain) in
Chemistry/ Physical Sciences,

Full-Time
OR
Evening

6 Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

6 Semesters

Full-Time

6 Semesters

Full-Time

6 Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

6 Semesters

Full-Time

2
Semesters

Full-Time

2
Semesters

Full-Time

4
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25

26

EDITION

Bachelor of
Technology
in Applied Physics
(Electronics and
Instrumentation)
Bachelor of Science
in
Mathematics and
Finance

27

Bachelor of Science
in
Fisheries &
Oceanography

22

Diploma in
Environmental
Sciences

23

24

25

26

Diploma in
Community
Health & HIV
Management

Diploma in
Environmental and
Health Sciences

Diploma in Medical
Laboratory Sciences

Diploma in
Pharmaceutical
Technology

Issue 4

Technical Physics OR Analytical Physics,
Electrical, Electronics OR Mechanical and
Building Engineering from a recognized
Institution.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Mathematics,
Biology/Physics/Chemistry/Physical
Sciences, Home Science/Art and Design
/Agriculture/Computer
Studies/French/Germany/Business
Studies/Music and English/Kiswahili
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology OR
Biological Sciences, C (plain) in Chemistry,
Physical
Sciences, Mathematics and English.
DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C- (Minus) with D+ (Plus) in
Chemistry, Biology, English OR Kiswahili; a
pass in
Physics OR Mathematics, OR Certicate in a
related eld.
KCSE Mean Grade C – (Minus) with D+ (Plus)
in
Chemistry, Biology, English OR Kiswahili; a
pass in
Physics OR Mathematics, OR Certicate in a
related eld.
KCSE Mean Grade C – (Minus) with C –
(Minus) in
Biology, English/Kiswahili,
Chemistry/Physical Sciences,
and Mathematics/ Physics OR Certicate in
Environmental
Health Sciences.
KCSE Mean Grade C (Plain), C (Plain) in
Biology,
Chemistry, English / Kiswahili and
Mathematics/Physics
OR Certicate in Medical Laboratory Sciences
With
KMLTTB Registration.
KCSE Mean Grade C (Plain) with C (Plain) in
Chemistry,

Full-Time
Or
Evening

Full Time
OR
Evening

8 Semesters
OR
6 Semesters

8 Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

4 semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

5 Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

6 Semesters

Full-Time
OR
Evening

6 Semesters

Full-Time

6 Semesters
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20

21

22

23

24

EDITION

Bachelor of Science
in
Food Technology &
Quality Assurance

Bachelor of Science
in
Molecular Biology
and
Forensic Technology

Issue 4

Industrial Microbiology and Biotechnology,
Applied
Biology, Medical Sciences, Chemical
Engineering, Science
Laboratory Technology from a
recognized/accredited
Institution.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/ Biological Sciences, Chemistry
/Physical Sciences and
C (plain) in English/Kiswahili, and
Mathematics
/Physics and OR Higher Diploma OR Diploma
in Food
Technology, Food Science and Nutrition,
Microbiology,
Industrial Microbiology and Biotechnology,
Analytical
Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Industrial
Chemistry, Or Science Laboratory Technology
from a recognized Accredited Institution
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/ Biological Sciences, Chemistry OR
Physical Sciences and C(plain) in
Mathematics/Physics and English/Kiswahili
OR Higher Diploma OR Diploma in Molecular
Biology and Forensic Science, Forensic Sciences,
Applied Biology, Medical Sciences, Chemical
Engineering, Analytical/ Industrial Chemistry
and Science Laboratory
Technology, from a recognized/accredited
institution.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry /Physical
Sciences,
English /Kiswahili OR Diploma in Information
Technology OR Applied Statistics from a
recognized/ accredited institution.

Bachelor of Science
in
Mathematics and
Computer Science
Bachelor of Science
in
Statistics &
Computer
Science
Bachelor of
Technology
in Renewable Energy KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
and Environmental
Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry/Physical
Physics
Sciences, English/ Kiswahili OR Diploma in

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters
Or
4 Semesters

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters
Or
4 Semesters

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters
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15

16

17

18

19

EDITION

Bachelor of Science
in
Community Health

Bachelor of Science
in
Marine Resource
Management

Bachelor of Science
in
Medical Laboratory
Science

Bachelor of
Technology in
Applied Chemistry
(Analytical &
Industrial Options)

Bachelor of
Technology in
Industrial
Microbiology and
Biotechnology

Issue 4

Health, Community Health, Nutritional Health,
Nursing,
Occupational Health, and Clinical Medicine
from a
Recognized/accredited institution.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/ Biological Sciences, C (plain) in
Mathematics/Physics and English /Kiswahili
and OR Higher Diploma OR Diploma in
Environmental Health, Community Health,
Nutritional Health, Nursing, Occupational
Health, and Clinical Medicine from a
Recognized /accredited institution.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/Biological Sciences, Chemistry,
English/Kiswahili and C (plain) in
Mathematics /Physics OR Higher Diploma
OR Diploma in Environmental Science,
Forestry, Fisheries, Natural Resources, Wildlife
Management and Tourism Studies, Marine
Studies, Ecology and Applied Biology,
Biological Studies from a
Recognized/accredited institution
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/Biological Sciences, Chemistry
/Physical
Sciences, English/Kiswahili and
Mathematics/Physics
OR Diploma in Medical Laboratory Sciences
recognized
by KMLTTB.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/ Biological Sciences, Chemistry
/Physical Sciences, and
C (plain) in Mathematics /Physics and
English/Kiswahili OR Higher Diploma OR
Diploma in Analytical Chemistry, Chemical
Engineering, Industrial Chemistry, Science
Laboratory Technology from a
recognized/accredited institution.
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/Biological Sciences, Chemistry
/Physical Sciences
and C (plain) in Mathematics/Physics and
English/Kiswahili OR Higher Diploma OR
Diploma in

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters
Or
4 Semesters

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters
Or
4 Semesters

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters
Or
4 Semesters

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters
Or
4 Semesters
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10

11

12

13

14

EDITION

Master of Science in
Biochemistry

Master of Science in
Biotechnology

Master of Science in
Chemistry

Master of Science in
Applied
Mathematics

Bachelor of Science
in
Environmental
Health
Science
(Public Health)

Issue 4

Second Class Honours (Lower Division) with at
least two (2) years of relevant research and or
work experience since graduation.
Bachelor of Biochemistry, Bachelor of Science
(General), Bachelor of Medical Laboratory
Sciences, Biological Sciences, Biomedical
Sciences, OR other relevant qualications
recognized by the University senate OR Second
Class Honours (Lower Division) with at least
two (2) years of relevant research and or work
experience since graduation.
Bachelor of Biotechnology, Biochemistry,
Bachelor of Science (General), Bachelor of
Medical Laboratory Sciences, Biological
Sciences, Biomedical Sciences, OR other
relevant qualications recognized by the
University senate OR Second Class Honours
(Lower Division) with at least two (2) years of
relevant research and or work experience since
graduation.
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, Applied
Chemistry, Industrial chemistry, Analytical
chemistry, Synthetic chemistry from a
recognized/ accredited institution OR other
relevant qualications recognized by the
University senate OR Second Class Honours
(Lower Division) with at least two (2) years of
relevant research and or work experience since
graduation.
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics or Bachelor
of Education Science having specialized/ done
core units in Applied Mathematics with a
minimum of Second Class Honours (Upper
Division) OR an equivalent qualications from
a recognized/accredited institution. OR Second
Class Honours (Lower Division) with at least
two (2) years or relevant research and or work
experience since graduation
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (plus) with C+ (plus) in
Biology/ Biological Sciences,
Chemistry/Physical Sciences,
Mathematics/Physics and English/Kiswahili
OR Higher Diploma OR Diploma in
Environmental

Course
work,
Research
and Thesis
Full-Time

Course
work,
Research
and Thesis
Full-Time

2 Years

2 Years

Course
work,
Research
and Thesis
Full-Time

2 Years

Course
work,
Research
and Thesis
Full-Time

2 Years

Full-Time
Or
Evening

8 Semesters
Or
6 Semesters
Or
4 Semesters
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5

6

7

8

9

EDITION

Issue 4

Master of Science in
Applied Statistics

Bachelor of Science in Statistics with at least
Second
Class Honours (Upper Division) OR a post
graduate diploma in statistics OR an equivalent
qualication from a recognized/accredited
institution. OR Second Class Honours (Lower
Division) with at least two (2) years of relevant
research and or work experience since
graduation.
Master in Public
Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery,
Health
Bachelor
(MPH)
of Science in Community Health, Population
Health,
Environmental Health OR Public Health,
Medical Lab
Sciences, Nutrition and Dietetics with at least
Second
Class Honours (Upper Division) from TUM OR
an equivalent qualication from a
recognized/accredited institution OR Second
Class Honours (Lower Division) with at least
two (2) years of relevant research and or work
experience since graduation.
Master of Science in
Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Sciences,
Immunology
Genomics,
Biological Sciences, Biomedical Sciences, OR
other relevant qualications recognized by the
University senate OR Second Class Honours
(Lower Division) with at least two (2) years of
relevant research and or work experience since
graduation.
Master of Science In Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery,
Medical Parasitology Bachelor
and Vector Biology
of Medical Laboratory Sciences, Genomics,
Biological Sciences, Biomedical Sciences, OR
other relevant qualications recognized by the
University Senate OR
Second Class Honours (Lower Division) with at
least two (2) years of relevant research and or
work experience since graduation.
Master of Science in
Bachelor of Science in Marine Resources
Fisheries and
Management, OR
Aquaculture
Fisheries and Oceanography OR Bachelor of
Science in Environmental and Aquatic Sciences
with at least Second Class Honours (Upper
Division) OR

Course
Work and
Thesis
Full-Time

Course
Work and
Thesis
Full-Time

Course
work and
thesis
Full-Time

Course
Work and
Thesis
Full-Time

Course
Work and
Thesis
Full-Time

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years
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1

2

3

EDITION

Bachelor of Arts in
Development
Studies

Diploma in
Community
Development and
Counseling
Certicate in
Community
Development and
Counseling

Issue 4

KWALE CAMPUS
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+ in
English/Kiswahili OR be a holder of Diploma
in a related discipline from an institution
recognized by the University Senate.
DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus)
in English OR Kiswahili OR Certicate in
Community Development and Counseling
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a pass in
English OR Kiswahili

Full-Time
OR
Evening

8
Semesters
OR
6
Semesters

Full-Time

4
Semesters

Full-Time

2
Semesters

Application forms can be downloaded from TUM Website at www.tum.ac.ke. All applicants are required to
pay a non- refundable fee of KShs. 2,500/= for PhD, KShs. 1,500/= for Masters, KShs. 1,000/- for Bachelor’s and
KShs. 500/- for Diplomas & Certicates through the following Bank Accounts:
1. Cooperative Bank of Kenya Acc. No 01129079001600 (Nkrumah Rd Branch) 2. Standard Chartered Bank
Acc. No. 0102092728000 (Treasury Square), 3. Equity Bank Acc. No. 0460297818058 (Digo Rd Branch), 4.
National Bank Acc. No. 01038074211700 (TUM Branch) 5. KCB Lamu Campus: Acc. No. 1118817192 (Mvita
Branch)
Please attach the Original bank slip when submitting application form and during registration.
All successful MID ENTRY applicants shall be required to pay a mid-entry (credit transfer) fee of KShs.
15,000/= during registration.
Unsuccessful applications shall not be acknowledged.
Duly completed forms should be addressed to and reach undersigned by 4th January 2021 for January Intake,
3rd May 2021 for May intake and 6th September 2020 for September intake
Registrar Academic Affairs,
P. O BOX 90420 - 80100 G.P.O. MOMBASA.
TEL: +254 2492222/3; +254 2490571; FAX: +254 2495632.
Mobile +254 724 955 377, +254 733 955 377

In line with COVID-19 protocol scanned documents to be sent to E-mail:
admissions2021@tum.ac.ke
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Bachelor of Arts in
Development
Studies

Diploma in
Community
Development and
Counseling
Certicate in
Community
Development and
Counseling

Issue 4

KWALE CAMPUS
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C+ (Plus) with C+ in
English/Kiswahili OR be a holder of Diploma
in a related discipline from an institution
recognized by the University Senate.
DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade C- (minus) with D+ (Plus)
in English OR Kiswahili OR Certicate in
Community Development and Counseling
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMMES
KCSE Mean Grade D+ (Plus) with a pass in
English OR Kiswahili

Full-Time
OR
Evening

8
Semesters
OR
6
Semesters

Full-Time

4
Semesters

Full-Time

2
Semesters

Application forms can be downloaded from TUM Website at www.tum.ac.ke. All applicants are required to
pay a non- refundable fee of KShs. 2,500/= for PhD, KShs. 1,500/= for Masters, KShs. 1,000/- for Bachelor’s and
KShs. 500/- for Diplomas & Certicates through the following Bank Accounts:
1. Cooperative Bank of Kenya Acc. No 01129079001600 (Nkrumah Rd Branch) 2. Standard Chartered Bank
Acc. No. 0102092728000 (Treasury Square), 3. Equity Bank Acc. No. 0460297818058 (Digo Rd Branch), 4.
National Bank Acc. No. 01038074211700 (TUM Branch) 5. KCB Lamu Campus: Acc. No. 1118817192 (Mvita
Branch)
Please attach the Original bank slip when submitting application form and during registration.
All successful MID ENTRY applicants shall be required to pay a mid-entry (credit transfer) fee of KShs.
15,000/= during registration.
Unsuccessful applications shall not be acknowledged.
Duly completed forms should be addressed to and reach undersigned by 4th January 2021 for January Intake,
3rd May 2021 for May intake and 6th September 2020 for September intake
Registrar Academic Affairs,
P. O BOX 90420 - 80100 G.P.O. MOMBASA.
TEL: +254 2492222/3; +254 2490571; FAX: +254 2495632.
Mobile +254 724 955 377, +254 733 955 377

In line with COVID-19 protocol scanned documents to be sent to E-mail:
admissions2021@tum.ac.ke
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Technical University Of Mombasa (TUM)

P.O. Box 90420 - 80100, MOMBASA - KENYA
TEL: (254) 41-249222/3, FAX: (254) 41-2495632
Mobile:(254) 0724-955377 / 0733 - 955377
E-mail: info@tum.ac.ke Website:www.tum.ac.ke

